medical supplies on demand
Opportunity Purchasing

www.medicalsuppliesondemand.com
Medical Supplies on Demand is a Texas based medical supply company that has been in business for over ten years. We deliver 'High Quality and Low Cost' medical supplies.

Medical Supplies on Demand has the ability to deliver the supplies you demand within days of purchasing, because we only sell what we have in inventory.
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AMBULATORY EQUIPMENT

Graham Field Grey Padded Transfer Bench (7955A)
Padded Transfer Bench provides assistance to those who have difficulty stepping over bathtub walls, comfortable, cushioned seat and backrest are water-tight and easy to clean, Anodized aluminum frame is lightweight, durable and rust-resistant, Side support arm aids in lateral transfer, seat height is adjustable in 1" increments, reversible to accommodate any bathroom, attractive platinum grey colo...

Each: $117.37  Case of 2: $234.74

APPAREL

Busse Spunbonded Bouffant Kool-Caps 21" Large Blue (328)
O. R. Head Covers and Nurses Caps made of lightweight but durable spunbonded fabric that permits increased airflow, keeping the wearer cool and comfortable during long surgical procedures latex-free

Case of 500: $24.86

KIMBERLY CLARK
Kimberly Clark Cap Kimberly-Clark Sms Bouffant Blue Large (69088)
Kimberly Clark Bouffant Cap Large Blue Disp.

Case of 300: $49.56

KIMBERLY CLARK
Kimberly-Clark Cap Bouffant Cushion Band Rayon Blue Adjustable (60400)
Kimberly-Clark protective bouffant cap, coverage: hair materials: protective 3-layer fabric exposure anticipated: potential for light fluid contamination from splashing or spraying

Case of 300: $77.36

MEDLINE INDUSTRIES
Medline Gown Cool-Zone Fabric Reinforced Xl (GX005)
Medline gown cool-zone fabric.

Case of 22: $101.91

MEDLINE INDUSTRIES
Shoulder Surgical Drape Pack with Pouch (DYNJP-2401)
Shoulder Surgical Drape Pack with Pouch: Body Split Drape for Shoulders with Adhseive 77" x 114", Shoulder Drape Fluid Collection Pouch 77" x 84"

Case of 32: $93.79

MEDLINE INDUSTRIES
Medline Scrub Shirt, Round-Neck (NON27212XL)
Disposable scrub wear-shirt, round neck, blue, x-large.

Case of 30: $33.30

High Quality and Low Cost
MEDLINE INDUSTRIES
**Antistatic Classic Lab Jackets - Blue, Latex-Free - X-Large (NONRP600XL)**
Medline's latex-free Classic Lab Jackets fall just below the waist, proving less constricting than the lab coat. Made with protective SMS material that is fluid-resistant, breathable, and comfortable. Features knit collar and cuffs, five snap-front closure and three reinforced pockets.
*Case of 30: $59.23*

MEDLINE INDUSTRIES
**Medline Shirt Scrub Medium (NON27202M)**
Disposable scrub wear-shirt, v-neck, blue, medium
*Case of 30: $31.15*

TIDI BANTA CORPORATION
**Banta Exam Cape 3 Ply White (920421)**
Disposable exam cape, 30 in. X 21-23 in., front/back opening.
*Case of 100: $11.63*

TIDI BANTA CORPORATION
**Exam Cape, 56 (980858)**
Exam cape non-woven dexter material, breathable bacterial barrier, front or back opening (30" x 21") 56" x 21" - Medium blue, crepe exterior absorbs runoff fluid, long term
*Case of 100: $30.36*

BIRD & CRONIN
**Bird & Cronin Telemetry Pouch (08148204)**
Telemetry pouch made of plush, foam laminate. Pouch is a universal size to fit most telemetry transmitters, foam pouch provides maximum comfort to the patient while protecting the transmitter, latex free.
*Each: $1.33*

CONMED INTEGRATED SYSTEMS INC
**ECG Electrode Softtrace Neonatal (2321-003)**
ECG Electrode softtrace neonatal with safety wire. Allows visualization of skin under electrode.
*Case of 300: $283.70*

CONMED INTEGRATED SYSTEMS INC
**Conmed 6 inch Electrode Needle, Stainless Steel with Hex Hub, Sterile (138108)**
Conmed, 6 inch Electrode Needle, UltraClean® with Hex Hub, Latex-Free, Sterile, Single Use, Disposable
*Case of 40: $158.31*
CONMED INTEGRATED SYSTEMS INC
Conmed Ultraclean 1 in. Needle, Single Use, Sterile (139102)
Electrode cautery needle standard length ptfe sterile disposable. For use with active Life, sur-fit natura, and sur-fit autolock pouches.
Case of 50: $195.38

CONMED INTEGRATED SYSTEMS INC
CONMED ELECTRODE PliaCell (01-3810)
(ConMed) For long-term monitoring when patient comfort is a concern, choose Plia-Cell® electrodes with a soft cloth backing. Radiotranslucent snap connector allows X-raying without removing electrodes. Diaphoretic and diagnostic styles are available. ClearSite® hydrogel is gentle to sensitive skin, increases adhesion, reduces motion artifact and resists squeeze-out or dry-out.
Case of 900: $182.80

CONMED INTEGRATED SYSTEMS INC
CONMED ELECTRODE PEDIATRIC SOFTRACE ECG (2331-003)
Softtrace Pediatric w/ Safety Wire
Case of 100: $283.70

CONMED INTEGRATED SYSTEMS INC
Conmed Electrode Diaphoretic Foam Adhesive (1870-005)
These adult diaphoretic adhesive gel electrodes have a closed cell foam that keeps fluids from penetrating. The pull-tab makes them easy to apply and remove. Latex-free.
Box of 10: $12.96  Case of 120: $155.52

GE HEALTHCARE
Ge Medical Cuff, 1 Tube Bayonet Connector Large (2364)
Ge Medical Cuff, 1 Tube Bayonet Connector Size: Adult Large Color: Rose/White Limb Circumference: 31-40 cm
Box of 20: $137.09

VERMED INC
Vermed Silverest Adult Diagnostic Electrodes For Resting Ekg (A10023)
Vermed Silverest Adult Diagnostic Electrodes,silver chloride, premium adhesive solid gel tab.
Each: $39.49  Case: $394.88

BSN MEDICAL
Flashcast Elite®, Printed Casting Tape, Teddy Bears, 2" X 4 Yds (4082)
Flashcast Elite®, Printed Casting Tape, Teddy Bears, 2" X 4 Yds, 5 to 7 Minute Set-Time, Weight-Bearing in 20 to 30 Minutes, Latex-Free, Fibergalss-Free
Box of 10: $83.40  Case of 10: $83.04

High Quality and Low Cost
BSN MEDICAL
BSN Medical Cast Splint System 1 in. x 15 ft. (OG-1L2)
Cast splint ortho-glass® 1 inch x 15 feet white. Each side stretch padding covers all edges, while the patented roll form eliminates any wasted product. No wrong side application. Minimum water needed to activate.
Each: $32.10   Case of 2: $64.22

CASTING

BSN MEDICAL
BANDAGE PLASTER GAUZE CREAMY 5-8 MIN FAST 4 in X 5 (7374)
These bandages are made with specially treated plaster that is spread evenly on and bonded firmly to the fabric.
Box of 12: $29.85

CASTING

BSN MEDICAL
BANDAGE PLASTER GAUZE CREAMY 5-8 MIN FAST 4 in X 5 (7374)
BSN Medical These bandages are made with specially treated plaster that is spread evenly on and bonded firmly to the fabric. The plaster has a thick texture that allows for a smooth cast finish, and it sets within minutes, minimizing the period when a cast may be vulnerable to distortion. Extra-fast-setting bandages have a green label and set in 2 to 4 minutes; fast-setting bandages have a blue la...
Box of 12: $29.85   Case of 72: $179.10

CASTING

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Deroyal Splint Plaster 4 inch X 38 inch Carapace (7438)
(Deroyal) these plasters have a rich, creamy texture so you can count on a smooth, clean finish every time. They feature excellent moldability, high 'green strength' for quick setup and low exotherm for patient comfort.
Case of 50: $114.23   Case of 50: $114.23

CASTING

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Cast Padding, Cotton, 4 inch x 4 Yds, Non-Sterile (C270400)
Cast Padding, Cotton, 4 inch x 4 Yds, Non-Sterile
Case of 12: $16.69

CASTING

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Cast Padding, Synthetic 6 inches x 4 Yds, Roll (C290600)
Cast Padding, Polypropylene Synthetic 6 inches x 4 Yds
Case of 6: $10.26

CASTING

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
DEROYAL Cast Padding, 4” x 4 Yards, Cotton, Sterile (30-227)
Cast Padding, 4” x 4 Yards, Cotton, Sterile, Webril®
Case of 20: $51.30
BECTON DICKINSON

**BECTON DICKINSON PIPET, Tips, Disposable, Non-Sterile, Clear, For Clay Adams Selectapette (354696)**

Pipet tips, disposable, non-sterile, for Clay Adams Selectapette

**Pack of 250: $10.13  Case of 1000: $40.51**

---

FISHER SCIENTIFIC INTERNATIONAL INC (THERMO FISHER)

**Fisher Paper Lens (11996)**

Fisher -- Never scratches glass lenses, objectives, or other delicate surfaces doesn't become harsh; doesn't readily collect dust or grease virtually lint-free sheets are glued and bound in a booklet for easy removal. dispenser box same paper as above, but packaged in a convenient dispenser box for fast, single-sheet removal. individual sheets measure 51 x 7 in.w (13 x 18cm).

**Box of 12: $7.90**

---

FISHER SCIENTIFIC INTERNATIONAL INC (THERMO FISHER)

**Fisher Premium Cover Glass (12-545-88)**

Fisherfinest* superslip cover slips microscopy; fisherfinest superslip; built-in moisture resistance; thickness: no. 1. size: 24 x 50 mm

**Case of 10: $70.05**

---

FISHER SCIENTIFIC INTERNATIONAL INC (THERMO FISHER)

**Fisher Transfer Pipet 5.8 ml Sterile (13-711-9C)**

Pipet sterile 5.8ml grdp 1ml unbreakable all-in-one pipets eliminate the hazards of broken glass and exposure to infectious materials. gamma radiation-sterilized pipets are ideal for special applications in microbiology, bacteriology, research.

**Box of 500: $29.70**

---

FISHER SCIENTIFIC INTERNATIONAL INC (THERMO FISHER)

**Fisher Rack Test Tube 10x13 mm (1478115)**

Polypropylene holder and dryer for tubes: 10 to 13Mm dia. rack, drying polypropylene

**Case of 24: $149.07**

---

FISHER SCIENTIFIC INTERNATIONAL INC (THERMO FISHER)

**Fisher Poxygrid 2 Way Rack (147965)**

Fisherbrand two-way slant racks for tubes: 20 mm for incubating liquid cultures on slant during tissue culture processes; autoclavable; white, vinyl-coated steel.

**Each: $24.38**

---

FISHER SCIENTIFIC INTERNATIONAL INC (THERMO FISHER)

**FISHER SCIENTIFIC PH STRIPS, PH Indicator Strips, Narrow Range for pH 4.0 To 7.0, EMD ColorpHast® (M95823)**

These indicators give you such sharp, clear color changes, it's easy to make accurate readings. All you have to do is match the color scale on the side of the pH strip. Narrow Range pH Indicator Strips for pH 4.0 To 7.0, EMD ColorpHast®, sharp color change comparable to chart on container, indicators are covalently bound to paper strips.

**Each of 100: $20.43**

---

**High Quality and Low Cost**
**Fisherbrand® Standard Disposable Transfer Pipets 7.7 ML (137117)**
Fisherbrand® Standard Disposable Transfer Pipets. Single squeeze draws up to 3.2mL.
- Case of 5000: $161.39   Case of 5000: $161.39

**Iris Sample Holder Censlide Tube Microscope (2C-5600-001)**
Iris sample processing) the censlide® 2000 closed centrifuge system controls inherent variations in microscopic examination by standardizing urine sediment volume, centrifuge conditions and technique while significantly reducing total time for analysis. It is microprocessor controlled to automatically spin tubes at a preset speed for one minute. At the end of the cycle, the urine sediment is distr...
- Box of 2: $7.90

**Iris Sample Bowl Liner For Express 2 Replaceable (DL01)**
Replacement chamber liners.
- Box of 10: $39.49

**Iris Sample inserts For Express 2 Rotor (SV04)**
Inserts for 1.5-2 ml microtube
- Box of 4: $14.85

**Histology Container, Starplex®, 8.5 oz (250 ml), Translucent Polypropylene (P02-H2502-C)**
Histology Container, Starplex®, 8.5 oz (250 ml), Translucent Polypropylene, Non-Sterile, with Formalin Warning Label & O-Ring Cap.
- Case of 100: $57.53

**Transport Swabs, Liquid Stuarts Media, Starswab, Sterile, Teal Cap (P02-SP132)**
Transport Swabs, Anaerobic Tube, Liquid Stuarts Media, Starswab™, Dacron Tip, Sterile, Single Swab, Plastic Shaft, Teal Cap, Protective Overskirt and Cap Ring, Thick Wall Protects Media from Dehydration, Spiral Medica Chamber.
- Case of 500: $238.57

**Specimen Container, Graduated, 40 oz Pitcher (1200 ml), Translucent (02033)**
Specimen container, graduated, 40 oz pitcher (1200 ml), translucent clear, 5 oz increments, without lid, polypropylene
- Case of 60: $31.28
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MEDICAL ACTION INDUSTRIES INC</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Laboratory Container with Lid, 16 oz (0.5 Liter), Wide Opening, Translucent (02752)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory Container with Lid, 16 oz (0.5 Liter), Wide Opening, Translucent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Case of 100: $38.98</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MEDICAL ACTION INDUSTRIES INC</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Specimen Bag, Biohazard Symbol, 9&quot; X 12&quot;, Zip-Closure, 2 mil (49-99)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specimen Bag, Biohazard Symbol, Zip-Closure, 9&quot; X 12&quot;, Clear with Black and Red Print, 2 mil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Case of 1000: $90.14</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>PROPPER MANUFACTURING COMPANY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Propper Cover Glass Rectangular 22 X 40 MM (141107)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Made of glass that is clear, fog- and corrosive-resistant, these cover glasses are supplied cleaned, washed and ready to use. No. 1 thickness — 0.13 to 0.17mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ounce: $3.63</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>PROPPER MANUFACTURING COMPANY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Propper Microscope Slide TWIN FROST 3X1 1.0MM (151121)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slide Microscope 3X1IN 0.9-1MM Frosted 1-End/Both sides Clean, ready-to-use slides feature precision-ground edges. The slides provide a high-quality, opaque writing surface on both sides of one end. Corrosive-resistant and fog-resistant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Case of 144: $12.36</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>PURITAN MEDICAL PRODUCTS COMPANY LLC</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Puritan Medical 5-1/2&quot; x .025&quot; Urethro-Genital Calgiswab (Sterile) (25-801 A)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible Urethro-Genital applicator Specimen collection for testing and screening STD testing Pediatrics Ophthalmology Veterinary care Miniature (calcium alginate) fiber tip Flexible aluminum shaft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pack of 100: $31.82  Case: $318.20</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>GRAHAM FIELD HEALTH PRODUCTS INC</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Graham Field Patricia™ Adult Sphygmomanometer (180)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia™ Adult Sphygmomanometer has black enamel manometer, which reads pressures from 20 mm hg to 300 mm hg, is color coordinated to the black cotton cuff. The cuff has artery indicator label and gauge holder for maximum convenience. Two-tube latex bladder and standard chrome-plated air release and end valves. Comes complete with zippered case.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Each: $29.25</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>GRAHAM FIELD HEALTH PRODUCTS INC</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Graham Field Jar Dressing 4x4 W/Lid (3461)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graham field 3461 unlabeled dressing jar with cover, 4&quot; x 4&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Case of 6: $44.98</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graham Field Lamp Alcohol 4 Oz Glass Top (3656)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graham Field Burner alcohol soda lime glass 4 oz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graham Field Stethoscope, Pink, Dual-Head Diaphragm Bell, 22IN Tubing, Aluminum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chestpiece, Chrome Plated Binaurals, Latex-Free (400P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MABIS/DUROMED Replacement Cuff, Blue Nylon, Thigh (05-274-017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MABIS/DUROMED Replacement Cuff, Blue Nylon, Thigh. Fits with MABIS® Sphygmomanometer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megadyne Ball Electrode, E-Z Clean, 5&quot; (12.7 cm), For Use in Electrosurgery (0009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roche Coaguchek PT Test Strips expire: 10/31/2009 (3116-2470-01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roche Coaguchek PT Test Strips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roche Coaguchek PT Test Strips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayer Strip Keto Dia-Stix Reagent (2883)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayer Strip Keto Dia-Stix Reagent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ACMI
**Acme Set Irrigation 28 Cm, W/Spike (005200-902B)**
The corson suction-irrigation probe is designed to provide flexibility and reliability in a disposable probe. The corson probe with fixed 5 mm shaft, used with our microtip electrode inserts, allows the surgeon to irrigate, aspirate, dissect, lase, and deliver electrosurgical current. -trumpet valve design -available in both spike and bottle configurations -composite shaft -3 mm microtip electrode...
**Case of 12: $324.00**

ANSELL
**Sterile Penrose Tubing 18 (5771123)**
This sterile tubing is made from cream-colored natural rubber latex. Available in 12" or 18" lengths for postoperative passive wound drainage. X-ray opaque.
**Case of 200: $18.81**  **Case of 200: $75.24**

ANSELL
**ANSELL Penrose Abdominal Drainage Tubing, Sterile, 18IN X 5/8IN, Natural Rubber Latex, Cream-Color, X-Ray Opaque (5771125)**
Penrose Abdominal Drainage Tubing, Sterile, 18" X 5/8", Natural Rubber Latex, Cream-Color, X-Ray Opaque, Designed for Post-Operative Passive Wound Drainage
**Case of 200: $18.81**  **Case of 200: $75.24**

ANSELL
**ANSELL Sterile Penrose Tubing 1FT X 1FT STERILE (5771128)**
This sterile tubing is made from cream-colored natural rubber latex. Available in 12" or 18" lengths for postoperative passive wound drainage. X-ray opaque.
**Case of 200: $18.81**  **Box of 200: $75.24**

C R BARD INC
**Drain Silicone Round X-Ray Opaque Sterile (0070330)**
Silicone wound drains (Bard Medical) these single-use sterile drains are available in a variety of configurations, sizes and hole patterns, with or without an attached trocar. The X-ray opaque feature facilitates placement verification. Drains include an adapter to allow attachment to all BMD evacuators or Y-connectors.
**Case of 10: $468.75**

C R BARD INC
**Hysterectomy T-Tube, Gravity Drains (70450)**
Hysterectomy T-Tube, 18 French Crossbar & a 22 French Stem
**Case of 10: $260.04**  **Case of 10: $260.04**

CONMED INTEGRATED SYSTEMS INC
**Conmed Suction instrument Poole W/O Tubing (35040)**
Poole suction instrument. Latex-free, sterile, single use. Versatile three-position instrument that quickly converts from gentle sump action to pinpoint suction. For use in abdominal surgeries.
**Case of 50: $109.31**

**High Quality and Low Cost**
### DRAINAGE AND SUCTION

**DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC**  
**DEROYAL CANISTER SUCTION 100C (71-2054)**  
CANNISTER SUCTION 1500CC W/TUB  
**Case of 32:** $118.24

**MICROTEK MEDICAL INC**  
**MICROTEK Suction Device for Orthopedic (800-01N)**  
An orthopaedic suction device with quick change high capacity filter. The key features of this single use sucker used for orthopaedic surgery are that it does not become blocked due to an innovative filter that is simply unplugged when full, and which can be replaced in seconds.  
**Case of 50:** $468.00

### DRAPE

**3M COMPANY**  
**Pouch Instrument Steri-Drape Long (1018L)**  
3M Pouch Instrument Steri-Drape, 9 5/8" x 18". Sterile. Clear plastic. Holds long instruments, 3 compartments, 2 adhesive strips. Used to organize and secure instruments on sterile field. Adhesive strip at each end helps hold pouch securely on field and allows cores to be confined and organized behind pouch.  
**Box of 10:** $32.55  
**Case of 40:** $144.53

**3M COMPANY**  
**Drape Surgical Steri-Drape (1033)**  
Drape Surgical Steri-Drape, 20 inches x 20 inches (50 cm x 50 cm) isolation bag, clear plastic, draw string closure  
**Box of 10:** $55.86  
**Case of 40:** $223.44

**KIMBERLY CLARK**  
**Kimberly-Clark Drape Femoral Angio (79461)**  
Kimberly Clark Drape Femoral Angio 82" x 124".  
**Case of 180:** $1,319.87

**KIMBERLY CLARK**  
**Kimberly-Clark Drape, Laparotomy, 100 (89232)**  
(Kimberly-Clark) these sterile laparotomy drapes feature tube holders and armboard covers. Choose from a variety of styles. Drape surgical lap reinf tube holder fenestrd/transverse  
**Case of 13:** $96.72  
**Case of 13:** $96.72

**MEDLINE INDUSTRIES**  
**Medline Drape Proxima EENT Split Drape (DYNJP-7001)**  
Drape dimensions, 78" x 110"Absorbent reinforcement, 23" x 23"Split with adhesive, 3 1/2" x 24"Instrument padVelcro style line holders  
**Case of 8:** $62.74
MICROTEK MEDICAL INC
MICROTEK DRAPE, UNDER BUTTOCKS (2991N)
Peri/OB Pouch Drape (99 X 118cm), w/underpad, full cuff and fluid collection pouch
Case of 1: $255.93

MICROTEK MEDICAL INC
MICROTEK Universal Video Camera/Laser Drape 7" X 96" with Blue Kraton® Tip (2904)
Microteck, Universal Video Camera/Laser Drape 7" X 96" with Blue Kraton® Tip
Case of 25: $107.49

MICROTEK MEDICAL INC
MICROTEK Under Buttocks Drape, Peri/OB Pouch Drape, 99cm, x 118cm (2992N)
Under Buttocks Drape, Peri/OB Pouch Drape, 99cm, x 118cm, with Underpad, Full Cuff and Fluid Collection Pouch
Case of 50: $212.06

MICROTEK MEDICAL INC
MICROTEK DRAPE, OPTHALMIC, 38-1 (3803N)
OPHTHALMIC DRAPE, CONTROLS FLUIDS, PROTECTS THE STERILE FIELD AND OFFERS A UNIQUE NATURE OF ACCESS FOR SURGEONS
Case of 100: $331.99

MICROTEK MEDICAL INC
C-Arm Equipment Drape 60" x 105" (152 CM X 267 CM) (2951)
These drapes are available in a variety of sizes. Drape features a large, one-piece design that allows for complete coverage of the C-arm. It includes VELCRO® strips and poly draw straps to provide a secure, protective fit.
Case of 20: $266.40

MICROTEK MEDICAL INC
Bilateral TMJ Drape Set (3983N)
Bilateral TMJ Drape Set: 2- Head Drapes 77"x 55.5", Fluid Collection Pouch, Lower Body Drape 78" x 77"
Each: $526.50

MICROTEK MEDICAL INC
MICROTEK DRAPE, EQUIP, MICROSCOPE (2918N)
DRAPE, EQUIPMENT, MICROSCOPE
Case of 50: $402.19

High Quality and Low Cost
**DRAPE**

**TIDI BANTA CORPORATION**

Banta Drape Sheet 2 Ply Tissue White (918302)
Banta Drape Sheets, 2 Ply Tissue, 40 x 48, white, 66 cm x 121.92 cm.
**Case of 100: $15.85**

---

**FIRST AID**

**ALLEGIANCE (CARDINAL)**

Allegiance Alcohol Prep Pad Medium Sterile (043101)
Allegiance® Alcohol-Treated Prep Pads use our alcohol-Treated prep pads as a topical antiseptic for preparation of the skin prior to an injection. Soft, absorbent, two-ply nonwoven pads are saturated with 70% isopropyl alcohol.
**Box of 200: $2.12  Case of 4000: $42.40**

---

**FIRST AID ONLY**

**FIRST AID ONLY KIT, Pandemic Flu Protection Kit-Small, Includes 1 each N95 Respirator Mask, 5 each Loop Surgical Masks, 2 pairs Vinyl Exam Gloves, 1 Bottle Purell 4 Fl OZ Instant Hand Sanitizer (FAO-537)**

This Protective Pandemic Flu Kit has everything you need to protect yourself from possible infection when entering an area with known contamination. Flu defense for you and your family now. Nicely packed in a red-mesh carrying case.
**Kit: $14.95**

---

**GLOVES**

**ALLEGIANCE (CARDINAL)**

**ALLEGIANCE GLOVE SURGICAL LATEX 8 (2D72NT80)**

Constructed with advanced triple-dip bonding technology, our gloves are ideal for delicate procedures requiring extra dexterity and precision. Their natural rubber latex outer layer provides a soft feel, high tensile strength and good elasticity. The inner layer is nitrile (nonlatex), which provides effortless donning as well as outstanding durability and protection. The specially formulated middl...
**Case of 200: $256.00**

---

**ALLEGIANCE (CARDINAL)**

**NEU-THERA POWDER-FREE EXAM GLOVES (N88RX05T)**

GLOVES, NEU-THERA POWDER FREE SOFT, STRETCHY MATERIAL PERFORMS LIKE LATEX.
**Case of 900: $91.29**

---

**ANSELL**

**ANSELL Surgical Glove, Neutralon® Natural Brown Latex, Size 6.5 (5365)**

ANSELL Surgical Glove, Neutralon® Natural Brown Latex, Size 6.5, Inner Synthetic Membrane, Inverted Beaded Cuff, Powdered
**Box of 50: $55.00  case of 100: $110.00**

---

**ANSELL**

**Ansell Glove Neutralon Sterile Size 8 Brown (5380)**

Surgical glove, powder beaded cuff textured polymer Natural Rubber Latex Powdered With Absorable Dusting Powder Micro Thin Inner Sythetic Membrane Provides An Extra Layer On The Inside Of The Glove Bisque Finish For Enhanced Grip Inverted Beaded Cuff Helps Prevent Rolldown
**Box of 50: $55.00  Case of 100: $110.00**
ANSELL
Ansell Micro-Touch® Nitrile Extra Protection Medium (6034052)
Powder free, extended cuff non-sterile synthetic Gloves have an extended cuff that provides extra protection to meet the needs of the healthcare professional in high-risk clinical settings. This extra protection is necessary when dealing with chemotherapy agents, bodily fluids and blood-borne pathogens.
Box 100: $9.95  Case of 1000: $99.50

ANSELL
ANSELL GLOVES, Examination, Micro-Touch® Nextstep® Non-Sterile Synthetic, Powder-Free, Large Size, Aloe Vera Coated, Latex (3203)
Enhanced with a glycerol moisturizer, these powder-free latex gloves have excellent tactile sensitivity, fit and feel. They are fully textured for a superior wet grip. Featuring an inverted, beaded cuff, these light-green gloves are ambidextrous, nonsterile and designed for single use only.
Box of 100: $6.58  Case of 1000: $65.80

ANSELL
Ansell Glove Surgical Powder Free Size 8 Encore Micropptic (5787005)
Made from brown natural rubber latex, these sterile gloves allow exceptional dexterity and tactile sensitivity. They feature a slip-resistant surface for a firm grip and a beaded cuff to help prevent rolldown. Their patented, continuous polymeric coating makes them easy to don, even when hands are damp.
Case of 200: $47.36  Case of 200: $189.45

ANSELL
Glove Surgical Latex Size 8 Ultra-Thick (5788005)
Box of 50: $36.57  Case of 200: $146.25

ANSELL
Surgical Gloves, Latex, Sterile, Size 7, Encore®, Orthopaedic, Brown, Beaded Cuff, Textured Surface, Powder-Free (5788003)
Surgical Gloves, Brown Natural Rubber Latex, Size 7, Encore®, Orthopaedic, Beaded Cuff, Textured Surface, Damp-Hand Donnable, Powder-Free, Sterile
Box of 50: $36.57  Case of 200: $146.25

ANSELL
Glove Surgical Latex Size 8.5 Ultra-Thick Powder Free (5788006)
Box of 50: $36.57  Case of 200: $146.25

ANSELL
Surgical Gloves, Latex, Sterile, Size 8.5, Encore®, Cream, Beaded Cuff, Powder-Free (5785006)
Surgical Gloves, Natural Rubber Latex, Size 8.5, Encore®, Cream, Beaded Cuff, Powder-Free, Continuous Polymer Coating for Damp-Hand Donnability.
Case of 200: $41.46  Case of 200: $165.82

High Quality and Low Cost
ANSELL
Surgical Gloves, Latex, Sterile, Size 6.5, Encore®, MicrOptic®, Brown, Beaded Cuff, Powder-Free (5787002)
Surgical Gloves, Size 6.5, Encore®, MicrOptic®, Brown, Beaded Cuff, Powder-Free, Continuous Polymer Coating for Damp-Hand Donnability, Natural Rubber Latex.
Case of 200: $47.36   Case of 200: $189.45

ANSELL
Surgical Gloves, Latex, Sterile, Size 8.5, Encore®, MicrOptic®, Brown, Beaded Cuff, Powder-Free (5787006)
Surgical Gloves, Size 6.5, Encore®, MicrOptic®, Brown, Beaded Cuff, Powder-Free, Continuous Polymer Coating for Damp-Hand Donnability, Natural Rubber Latex.
Case of 200: $47.36   Case of 200: $189.45

ANSELL
Surgical Gloves, Sterile, Size 6.5, Encore®, Orthopaedic, Brown Latex, Beaded Cuff, Textured Surface, Powder-Free (5788002)
Case of 200: $36.57   Case of 200: $146.25

ANSELL
Glove Exam Powder Free Small (3081)
Ansell powder-free synsation exam glove. Small.
Box of 100: $4.98   Case of 1000: $49.80

ANSELL
Exam Gloves, Vinyl, Large, Powder-Free, Beaded Cuff, Synsation® (3083)
Vinyl Exam Gloves, Large, Powder-Free, Beaded Cuff, Synsation®, Non-Sterile, Designed for Low-Risk Applications
Case of 1000: $4.98   Case of 1000: $49.80

ANSELL
Ansell Glove X-Am Dermaclean Small (3181)
(Ansell Healthcare) the textured surface of these cream-colored natural rubber latex gloves helps ensure a firm grip even when hands are wet. gloves have a beaded cuff to help prevent rolldown. average length: 9".
Box of 100: $6.16   Case of 1000: $61.60

ANSELL
Ansell Glove X-Am Dermaclean Large (3183)
(Ansell Healthcare) the textured surface of these cream-colored natural rubber latex gloves helps ensure a firm grip even when hands are wet. gloves have a beaded cuff to help prevent rolldown. average length: 9".
Box of 100: $6.16   Case of 1000: $61.60
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ansell Ultron powder-free sterile surgical glove, size 6.</strong></td>
<td>Cream natural rubber latex. Unique polymer coating enhances donning. Powder-free to help eliminate powder-related complications. Micro-Textured surface for reliable grip. Inverted, beaded cuff to help prevent rolldown.</td>
<td>Box of 50: $28.60 Case of 100: $57.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ansell Sterile Exam Gloves, latex, powder-free, beaded cuff, procedure textured, LDP, medium, innerwrap pr.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Box of 50: $16.94 Case of 200: $67.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ansell Gloves Large Latex Medical</strong></td>
<td>Micro-Touch Nonsterile Powdered Latex Exam Gloves, smooth ivory, large.</td>
<td>Case of 1000: $5.08 Case of 1000: $50.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Encore Brand Acclaim Powder-Free Surgical Gloves</strong></td>
<td>Sterile Surgical Gloves, latex, powder-free, beaded cuff, bisque polymer coated, 8.5.</td>
<td>Case of 200: $38.40 Case of 200: $153.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ansell Glove Latex Surgical Size 7</strong></td>
<td>Micro-touch sterile surgical glove, 7. white natural rubber latex. Anti-slip bisque finish improves grip. Inverted, beaded cuff. powdered with absorbable dusting powder, u.s.p. multiple quality checks ensure high quality and user confidence</td>
<td>Case of 200: $22.00 Case of 200: $88.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ansell Glove Latex Surgical Size 8</strong></td>
<td>Ansell Glove Latex Surgical, white natural rubber latex gloves have a slip-resistant finish for a firm grip and an inverted beaded cuff to help prevent rolldown.</td>
<td>Case of 200: $22.00 Case of 200: $88.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**High Quality and Low Cost**
ANSELL
Surgical Gloves, Micro-Touch®, Latex, Powdered, Beaded Cuff, Size 8.5, White, Sterile (5885)
Case of 200: $22.00  Case of 200: $88.00

ANSELL
Surgical Gloves, Derma Prene® Ultra, Size 6.5, Synthetic Neoprene, Dark Green, Latex-Free, Sterile (8513)
Case of 200: $76.32  Case of 200: $305.26

ANSELL
Surgical Gloves, Derma Prene® Ultra, Size 8, Synthetic Neoprene, Dark Green, Latex-Free, Sterile (8516)
Surgical Gloves, Derma Prene® Ultra, Size 8, Synthetic Neoprene, Powder-Free, Dark Green, Micro Thickness Designed for Comfortable Double-Gloving, Straight Reinforced Cuff, 12" Average Length, 7.3 Mil.
Case of 200: $76.32  Case of 200: $305.26

ANSELL
Housekeeping Gloves, Latex, Size Small, Yellow, Reusable, Cotton Flock Lining (8984)
Housekeeping Gloves, Latex, Size Small, Yellow, Reusable, Cotton Flock Lining, Powder-Free, Patterned Sure-Grip Surface, Unbeaded Cuff, 12" Length, 12 Pairs per Box, 12 Boxes per Case
Case of 144: $7.26  Case of 144: $87.15

ANSELL
Housekeeping Gloves, Latex, Size Medium, Yellow, Reusable, Cotton Flock Lining (8986)
Housekeeping Gloves, Latex, Size Medium, Yellow, Reusable, Cotton Flock Lining, Powder-Free, Patterned Sure-Grip Surface, Unbeaded Cuff, 12" Length
Case of 144: $7.26  Case of 144: $87.15

ANSELL
Utility Gloves, Latex/Nitrile Blend, Cotton Lining, Size Small, Blue (5789015)
Utility Gloves, Latex/Nitrile Blend, Cotton Lining, Blue, Size Small, 13” Long With Unbeaded Cuff, 40 Mil, Embossed Sure-Grip Surface
Case of 48: $11.57  Case of 48: $46.28

ANSELL
Surgical Gloves, Encore® Acclaim™, Size 5.5, Latex, Powder-Free, White, Inverted Beaded Cuff, Sterile (5795000)
Case of 200: $38.40  Case of 200: $153.56
Kimberly-Clark Glove Exam Powder Free Latex Lrg Safeskin Ster (50403)
Kimberly-clark safeskin satin plus sterile latex surgeons gloves size large.
Box of 50: $25.00   Case of 200: $100.00

Kimberly-Clark Glove Exam Powder Free Latex Med Safeskin Ster (50402)
Box of 50: $25.00   Case of 200: $100.00

Medline Eudermic® PF Latex Surgical Gloves - Size 6 (376060)
Medline Eudermic® PF Latex Surgical Gloves fit like a second skin for precise instrument handling even during delicate procedures. The soft and gentle feel of natural rubber latex provides excellent fit, strength and comfort. Exclusive inner coating eliminates the need for donning powder, which can be a potential irritant. Brown color reduces eyestrain in the O.R. by providing good contrast to lig...
Case of 200: $186.48

Medline Glov Surgical Pwdr Latex 6.0 Tradition (376196)
Glove surgical sterile latex powder beaded cuff bisque 6.0 pr
Case of 200: $85.87

Aloetouch Surgical Gloves, Orthopedic, Size 7, Latex, Low Protein, Powder-Free (MDS201170)
Aloetouch Surgical Gloves, Orthopedic, Size 7, Latex, Low Protein, Powder-Free
Case of 200: $198.00

MEDLINE IND GLOVE, Examination, Powder-Free, Synthetic Vinyl, Large, Non-Sterile, Beaded Cuff (MDS192076)
Non-sterile, powder-free, synthetic vinyl examination gloves, large, powder-free with beaded cuff
Box of 100: $4.90   Case of 1000: $49.00

Clearview® Micromax® Pan Dome Lid (9350W)
Clearview Micromax Dome Lid for bulk pan.
Case of 100: $96.07   Case of 100: $96.06

High Quality and Low Cost
COVALENCE- BERRY PLASTICS TYCO INTERNATIONAL LTD - TYCO PLASTICS
Tyco Natural Bag (HF386014N)
Tyco natural bag 14 mic 38” x 60”
Case of 200: $28.78

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Deroyal Bag, Square 30 x 36 w / Tape (77-103036T)
30” x 36” Square Banded Bag.
Case of 25: $30.20

ECOLAB INC (HUNTINGTON LABS)
Ecolab Shampoo Accent Plus Total Body Wash 32 Ounce Liquid (61067132)
Antibacterial 0.5% Triclosan Moisturizing provides a soft, rich lather that gently cleanses and rinses cleanly. This protein-enriched formula help soothe and moisturize hair and skin
Each: $5.50 Case of 12: $66.00

ECOLAB INC (HUNTINGTON LABS)
Ecolab Antimicrobial Foam Hand Wash, Bacti-Foam, Refil, 750ml, 0.3% Triclosan, Green (61806499)
Ecolab, Antimicrobial Foam Hand Wash, Bacti-Foam, Refil, 750ml, 0.3% Triclosan, Green, Fpr Use with Endure 250 Dispenser
Each: $5.00 Case of 6: $29.50

ECOLAB INC (HUNTINGTON LABS)
Ecolab Actine Odor Counter 14 oz (61136461)
Air freshener. Room. Semi-gel tube. Solidaire blue, 14 oz
Case of 12: $25.24

ECOLAB INC (HUNTINGTON LABS)
ECOLAB/HUNTINGTON SPRAY, Asepti-Steryl Brand Disinfectant, 15.5OZ Aerosol Spray (61044182)
A ready-to-use aerosol disinfectant for use on hard, nonporous, inanimate environmental surfaces. Phenolic/alcohol disinfectant and deodorant that is bactericidal, virucidal, tuberculocidal and fungicidal. This Aerosol germicidal disinfectant leaves a pleasant lemon scent.
Case of 12: $37.15

GEORGIA PACIFIC
Georgia Pacific Dispenser Towel M-Fold White 10 (54701)
Georgia Pacific Dispenser Towel M-Fold White 10
Each: $3.50 Case of 10: $33.50
GEORGIA PACIFIC
Georgia Paper Multifold Towel Dispenser 2 (56650/01)
Georgia Paper Multifold Towel Dispenser c-fold multifold grey countertop gray
Case of 5: $11.25

GEORGIA PACIFIC
GEORGIA PACIFIC DISPENSER, Towel, Enmotion, Splash Blue Wall Mounted Automated Touchless Towel Dispenser (59460)
Automatic, touch-free dispensing prevents cross-contamination for a more hygienic washroom, adjustable settings for sheet length, time delay, sensor range and dispensing mode controls usage and increases operational efficiency. High tech functionality, sleek styling and quality toweling make positive statements about your facility. High-capacity system and paper transfer mechanism provide contin...
Each: $35.00

GEORGIA PACIFIC
Georgia Paper Toilet Tissue 1-Ply Envision (14580)
Envision® single-ply bathroom tissue soft, biodegradable. 1, 210 sheets per roll. Shipping. wt. 47 lbs.
Case of 80: $52.41

GEORGIA PACIFIC
Georgia-Pacific Envision® 2-Ply Bathroom Tissue (19880)
Georgia-Pacific Envision® 2-Ply Bathroom Tissue Meets or exceeds EPA Comprehensive Procurement Guidelines for minimum post consumer fiber content. 2-Ply sheet engineered for improved softness verses 19800 Perfect Size Case allows for easier handling and storage Safe for all standard sewer and septic systems
Case of 80: $48.30

GEORGIA PACIFIC
Georgia Pacific Dispenser Bathroom Tissue Side By Side Double Roll (56783)
Georgia Pacific Dispenser Bathroom Tissue Side By Side Double Roll
Case of 8: $72.45

GEORGIA PACIFIC
GEORGIA PACIFIC TISSUE, Toilet, Mega-Ply Bath Tissue, Convenience Pack, 605 Sheets per Roll (18080)
Our fashionable, value-oriented, white, 2-ply bath tissue with elegant iris emboss is certain to please your most discriminating patrons. Features a coordinated wrapper and facial box to create an attractive ensemble.
Case of 80: $53.20

GOJO INDUSTRIES INC
Gojo Soap Provon Medicated Lotion with .3% Triclosan Gold Refill (4152-10)
Designed for general purpose and medium-risk use. Medicated hand cleanser with 0.3% triclosan, combines effective broad-spectrum antimicrobial activity with skin conditioners and emollients. Helps reduce the risk of acquiring infections. Low potential for skin irritation and allergic reaction. Dermatologist tested. Meets protocol for Healthcare Personnel Handwash
Case of 10: $65.40

High Quality and Low Cost
HERITAGE BAG COMPANY

HERITAGE BAG TRASH BAG, 24X32 Black .70ML, 12-16 Gallon Capacity Can Liner, Disposable, Low Density (H4832HB)
Bag/liner for a 12 to 16 gallon trash can, disposable, black, low density, easy to dispense roll
Case of 500: $34.55

HERITAGE BAG COMPANY

HERITAGE Trash Bag, Right Sack®, 44" x 55", 56 Gallon, 1.69 Mil, Light Gray (H56 G)
Trash Bag, Right Sack®, 44" x 55", 56 Gallon, 1.69 Mil, Color Coded--Light Gray
Case of 100: $35.57

HERITAGE BAG COMPANY

HERITAGE BAG TRASH BAG, Bioprint 24x23 8-10 Gallon, 1.3ML, Red (A4823P-R)
Red printed healthcare bags for infectious waste, meets federal and state regulations for tear resistance of 480 grams (astm d1922-94a) and impact resistance of 165 grams (astm D1709-97), Size 24 x 23 Gauze, 1.3ML capacity, 8-10 gallon
Case of 500: $36.65

HERITAGE BAG COMPANY

HERITAGE BAG TRASH BAG, High Density Liner, 38X46X14, 44-Gallon, 14MIC, Blue (Z7646HX)
44-Gallon High Density, Trash Can Liner, 38IN X 46IN, Blue
Case of 250: $23.95

KIMBERLY CLARK

Kimberly-Clark Tubular Nonsterile Stockinettes (59963)
Tubular-style nonsterile stockinettes are made of a blended weave of 50% cotton and 50% polyester. Supplied in rolls that are 2in X 25yd.
Case of 12: $73.80

KIMBERLY CLARK

Kimberly-Clark Scottfold Towels (01970)
SCOTT® Scottfold Towels are made to eliminate dispensing problems. Dispenses one-at-a-time, eliminates tabbing and tearing, and is easy to load. Fits great in standard C-Fold dispensers without adapters. Towels offer 40 percent recycled content with 40 percent post-consumer material.
Case of 20: $27.88

KIMBERLY CLARK

Kimberly Clark Towel Tradition Multi 9.4 x 9.25 (01801)
Kimberly-Clark® tradition® multi-fold towels - Brown,
Case of 4000: $20.44
KIMBERLY CLARK

Kimberly-Clark Towel M Scott Scottfold (01950)
Case of 20: $23.19

MEDICAL ACTION INDUSTRIES INC

Medical Action Trash Bag, Low-Density, Clear 33X39IN Heavy Weight Can Liners, 0.95MIL (4646)
These trash can liners provide leak-resistant containment for nonmedical waste disposal. They are made from linear low-density polyethylene film, which offers strength, puncture resistance and excellent odor containment. Choose clear for visibility or colored to hide unsightly refuse. Supplied in flat pack.
Case of 250: $25.03

Medical Action Bag 13 (49-35)
Zipbag 13" x 15" plain.
Case of 1000: $85.05

Can Liner, 30 in x 37 in, Institutional, Clear, High Density, 20-30 Gallon (RS303716N)
High Density Institutional Trash Can Liners, Clear, Coreless Roll 30 in x 37 in, 16 Micron, 20-30 Gallon
Case of 500: $33.33

Medical Action Bag Ziplock Closure Clear 6 (Z2.0609)
Ziplock closure bag.
Case of 1000: $34.12

Zip Closure Bag, Clear/No Print, 10" x 13", 2 Mil Plastic (Z2.1013)
Zip Closure Bag, Clear/No Print, 10" x 13", 2 Mil Plastic
Case of 1000: $61.49

Medical Action Liner Hamper Red with Black Print 40 (RS404816RH)
Red infectious waste hamper bag w/biohazard logo 40" x 48".
Case of 250: $39.05

High Quality and Low Cost
MEDLINE INDUSTRIES
Frostlite Zippered Pillow Cover, 21" X 27" (MDT219411Z)
For an economical method of protection of mattresses and pillows from fluid penetration, choose these white, 3-gauge vinyl plastic covers.
Dozen: $18.00

MEDLINE INDUSTRIES
MEDLINE EXAM SHEET, TISSUE/POL (NON24340)
DISPOSABLE EXAMINATION SHEETS, 40" X 48", BLUE
Case of 100: $31.85

MINIGRIP ZIP PAK
MINIGRIP BAG, Valuegrip, Reclosable 4 x 6 2ML (MGZ2P0406)
Minigrip static guard reclosable poly bags. The anti-static properties will not decrease in strength no matter how many times the bags are opened, closed, or reused. Reinforced zipper side-seal gives added security to your product.
Case of 1000: $11.99

PROCTER AND GAMBLE
PROCTER AND GAMBLE BATTERY, Duracell, Alkaline Procell, Size 9 Volt, 12 Batteries in a Pack (PC1604TC12)
Procell Alkaline Battery Duracell Proctor and Gamble, Size 9 Volt
Pack of 12: $1.33 Case of 72: $95.10

PROCTER AND GAMBLE
PROCTER AND GAMBLE BATTERY, Duracell Alkaline Procell, Size AA, 24 Batteries in a Pack (PC1500TC24)
Duracell Procell Alkaline AA Batteries (24 EA/BX)
Box of 24: $8.30 Case of 144: $49.80

TIDI BANTA CORPORATION
Banta Pillowcase 21x30 Tissue (919365)
Tissue/poly, white size 21" x 30" 100/cs provide a comfortable, reliable, hygienic barrier.
Case of 100: $16.92

B BRAUN MEDICAL INC
B Braun Nerve Block Set Contiplex 18 Gx 3.5 in Tuo (331693)
The Contiplex Tuohy tray with Accufuser pump is designed to provide you with all of the key components you need to perform your continuous peripheral nerve block and maintain post-operative pain management for your patients. New reimbursement codes for continuous peripheral nerve blocks make these all-in-one kits the ultimate in peri-/post-operative pain management and reimbursement convenience....
Each: $37.83 Case of 12: $453.91
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Unit Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>B Braun Admin Set Ultrasite Metriset Burrett (375111)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-vented spike, roller clamp, 150 ml burette chamber without automatic shutoff</td>
<td>$109.91</td>
<td>Case of 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with ultrasite us1520 valve, slide clamp, spike adapter. Latex-free. Priming</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volume: 3.0 ml length: 20 in. (51.0 cm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B Braun IV Administration Set, Drip Rate: 15 Drops per ml, B Series (375155)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV Administration Set, 15 drop/ml drip rate, universal spike, backcheck valve,</td>
<td>$269.26</td>
<td>Case of 50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ultrasite injection sites 85&quot; 41&quot;, and 6&quot; above distal end, slide clamp, roller</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clamp, spin-lock connector, latex-free, 20 ml priming volume, 122&quot; long (285 cm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B Braun Pin Standard Dispensing with (412002)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard spike dispensing pin - With “D” hole design. For preparing and</td>
<td>$53.47</td>
<td>Case of 50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dispensing diluent or additive from multi-dose rubber-stoppered vials. Luer slip</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B Braun Pin Needle Free Non Vented (412022)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Braun non-vented dispensing pin with one-way valve - for aspiration of medication</td>
<td>$93.55</td>
<td>Case of 50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from inverted bags or semi-rigid plastic containers. Luer lock connector.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dehp-free. latex-free.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B Braun Valve Ultrasite LS Connector Luer Slip (654499)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luer slip adapter. Provides a secure connection between a male luer slip</td>
<td>$26.04</td>
<td>Case of 100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>connector CSC1 654499 and the ultrasite valve. Dehp-free, latex-free.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**High Quality and Low Cost**
**B BRAUN MEDICAL INC**

**B Braun SafeLine Needle-Free IV Set, Adult (NF3482)**
B Braun SafeLine Needle-Free IV Set, Adult. This nonvented, needle-free IV set features a blunt plastic cannula that replaces a standard needle in IV connections. The set includes a SafeLine Y-site 26" above the distal end, two-piece male Luer lock and roller clamp. For gravity infusion (15 drops per ml). Priming volume: 18 ml. Length: 105"

*Case of 50: $98.75*

---

**B BRAUN MEDICAL INC**

**B BRAUN CATHETERETER IV 24g IN (4253523)**
Introcan Safety® Polyurethane IV Catheters IV 24GA 3/4IN PU WINGED SAFETY SHIELD LATEX-FREE

*Box of 50: $89.60  Case of 200: $358.30*

---

**B BRAUN MEDICAL INC**

**IV Safety Catheter, Introcan, 18 Gauge X 1.25", Winged, Polyurethane (4254562-02)**
Introcan Safety® FEP IV Catheters (B. Braun) These catheters are made of FEP material and are available with or without wings.

*Box of 50: $89.60  Case of 200: $358.30*

---

**B BRAUN MEDICAL INC**

**Needle Huber, 20g x 3/4", Female Luer Connector (471731)**
Needle huber, 20g x 3/4", Female luer Connector, On/Off Clamp, DEHP-free, latex-free, 0.2 ml Priming

*Case of 20: $61.18*

---

**B BRAUN MEDICAL INC**

**IV Safety Catheter, Introcan, 22 Guage X 1", Winged, Polyurethane (4253540-02)**
This ergonomically designed catheter minimizes needlestick injuries without any change in technique. Compliance virtually assured since safety mechanism cannot be bypassed.

*Box of 50: $89.60  Case of 200: $358.30*

---

**B BRAUN MEDICAL INC**

**B BRAUN SMALL BORE EXTENSION SET W/SAFSITE VALVE (472060)**
B Braun small bore extension set w/safsite valve, luer lock connection, 0.42 ml priming volume, 6" length.

*Case of 100: $158.25*

---

**B BRAUN MEDICAL INC**

**B BRAUN EXTENSION SET, IV Extension Set, Male/Female Luer Lock Small Bore Tubing 21IN Distal Spin-Lock Connector (V5406)**
IV Extension Set, Male Female luer lock connector, distal spin-lock connector. Dehp-free, latex-free. Case of 50 priming volume: 3 ml. length 21 in. (53.3 cm)

*Case of 50: $41.44*
B BRAUN MEDICAL INC
B Braun Safeline split septum injection site (NF1312)
Safeline split septum injection site, removable slide clamp, microbore tubing, male luer slip connector. Latex-free. priming volume: 0.40 ml, length: 7 in. (17.8 cm)
Case of 50: $89.22

B BRAUN MEDICAL INC
B BRAUN IV SET ULTRASITE 18 DR (352223)
ULTRASITE IV ADMINISTRATION SET, 15 DROPS/ML, UNIVERSAL SPIKE, ROLLER CLAMP, SLIDE CLAMP, ULTRASITE VALVE INJECTION SITE 6" ABOVE DISTAL END, SPIN LOCK CONNECTOR.
Case of 50: $185.00

B BRAUN MEDICAL INC
B BRAUN MEDICAL INC IV CATH 20 (4251652-02)
B Braun Introcan Safety IV Catheter 20gX1"
Box of 50: $89.60  Case of 200: $358.30

B BRAUN MEDICAL INC
B Braun Administration Basic Set IV 15DR 18ML 94IN W One Injection Site (V1425-15)
Set IV Administration 60GTT 70IN Non-Vented Drip Chamber Luer Slip W/F7S210
Case of 50: $68.73

B BRAUN MEDICAL INC
B BRAUN CATHETER, Introcan Safety IV, Teflon, Non-Winged - 24 Gauge X 3/4IN Long (4252500-02)
Introcan Safety IV Catheter with passive design minimizes needlestick injuries without any change in technique. Compliance is virtually assured since the safety mechanism cannot be bypassed. Latex-free. DEHP/PVC-free.
Box of 50: $98.90  Case of 200: $387.50

B BRAUN MEDICAL INC
B BRAUN 24G X 3/4 INCH INTROCAN SAFETY IV CATHETER (4254503-02)
Introcan Safety® FEP IV Catheters (B. Braun) These catheters are made of FEP material and are available with or without wings.
Box of 50: $89.60  Case of 200: $358.30

B BRAUN MEDICAL INC
B BRAUN Mini-Drop IV Administration Set with Rate Flow Regulator (V5926)
Universal with Spike, 15 Micron Filter, 14 ml, 84" (213.4 cm) Length, On/Off Clamp, Rate Flow Regulator, Injection Site 6" Above Distal End, Spin-Lock Connector, DEHP-Free, Latex-Free
Case of 50: $295.00

High Quality and Low Cost
**I.V. THERAPY**

**B BRAUN MEDICAL INC**

**B BRAUN Chemo Dispensing Pin, with MINI-SPIKE, 0.2 Micron Air Filter, 5 Micron Fluid Filter, Disposable (412011)**

Chemo Dispensing Pin, with MINI-SPIKE, 0.2 Micron Air Filter, 5 Micron Fluid Filter, Snap-Lock Cap over Luer Lock Connector, Disposable, Latex-Free, DEHP-free

**Case of 100:** $194.00

---

**B BRAUN MEDICAL INC**

**Catheter IV Introcan Safety 24g 0.7 X 19 mm Polyurethane (4251601-02)**

Catheters are available in polyurethane for softer, more comfortable, in-dwelling performance, or FEP with firmer construction for arterial access and special procedures. All are DEHP- and latex-free.

**Box of 50:** $86.25  **Case of 200:** $345.00

---

**INCONTINENCE**

**ALLEGIANCE (CARDINAL)**

**Allegiance Underpad Layered Premium Breath 23 in. X 36 in. (50466101)**

Allegiance Underpad Layered Premium Breath, tactics. 23 x 36 in.

**Bag of 5:** $4.25  **Case of 60:** $55.89

---

**ATTENDS / PAPERPAK HOLDINGS LTD**

**PAPER-PAK BRIEF ATTENDSAttends Briefs 8 Classic Style 24-Pack, Extra Large 8 EX L (BR0840)**

Attends Briefs 8 Classic Style 24-Pack, Extra Large

**Case of 72:** $35.69

---

**ATTENDS / PAPERPAK HOLDINGS LTD**

**PAPER-PAK BRIEF ATTENDS 9 MEDI (BR0920)**

ATTENDS BRIEF 9 MEDIUM, 32” - 44”, SUPERIOR ACQUISITION, DRYNESS AND LEADAGE CONTROL WITH SOFT, NON-WOVEN TOPSHEET AND PERMA-DRY PATCH.

**Case of 96:** $34.36

---

**INCONTINENCE**

**FIRST QUALITY**

**Prevail IB Adult Briefs - X-Large 59 (IB-014)**

The prevail ib style briefs are designed with extended fluff in both the front and back side panels for enhanced security and comfort for the wearer. These briefs also feature first quality's advanced zoning system for maximum leakage protection and skin dryness.

**Case of 64:** $42.65

---

**NEEDLES AND SYRINGES**

**B BRAUN MEDICAL INC**

**B Braun Stima2250 Insulated Needle Extension Set (333690)**

22g x2 in. (50 mm) insulated needle with extension set; for use with Stimuplex Stima2250 Nerve Stimulators.

**Case of 25:** $137.45

---
BECTON DICKINSON

B&D Vacutainer Holder Thermoguard (364888)
B&D Vacutainer Tube Holder, standard size, for 13 mm and 16 mm diameter tubes. Reusable.
Case of 1000: $49.14

NEEDLES AND SYRINGES

BECTON DICKINSON

B&D Cannula Anesthesia 19 G x 1 in (585176)
B&D Visitec ophthalmology sub-Tenon's anesthesia cannula, 1.10 x 25.0 mm 19g x 1". Curved to radius of 30 mm and flattened to .65 mm.
Shelf Pack of 10: $57.03 SP: $57.03

NEEDLES AND SYRINGES

BEMIS MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Sharps Disposal Container, 2-Gallon, Red, Biohazard (102 030)
Two gallon sharps disposal container, red plastic with biohazard label, for phlebotomy sharps, wall-mountable, non-locking, vertical entry lid, 11.75" x 7.75" x 8.75"
Each: $4.65 Case of 30: $138.98

NEEDLES AND SYRINGES

COVIDIEN

Kendall Needle 27 x 1/2 Sofpak (1188827012)
Softpack hypodermic needles with polypropylene hub. Latex free; sterile. Ultra-sharp, tri-beveled, anticoring needles with new improved needle lubricant. Translucent, color-coded luer lock hub and color coded gauge stripe and bar code on individual package
Case of 1000: $55.43

NEEDLES AND SYRINGES

RETRACTABLE TECHNOLOGIES

Retractable Technologies VanishPoint Automated Retraction Syringes (10301)
Retractable Technologies VanishPoint* Automated Retraction Syringes, 3cc VanishPoint, Needle Gauge x Length: 25 G x 5/8 in.
Case of 500: $59.04

NEEDLES AND SYRINGES

RUSCH

Sprotte Needle 24 G x 4.75 IN (03115130A)
Pencil point spinal needles, smooth contour pencil point tip, polished surface to extremely low surface roughness. The cut edges of the opening are rounded and likewise polished. CSF flow is optimized by a special polishing and cleaning process on the inside of the fine needle tube, single use, sterile, designed to separate, not cut, dural fibers to reduce risk of puncture headache, smooth lateral...
Box of 1: $112.49

NEEDLES AND SYRINGES

COVIDIEN

Kendall Needle Tube, Feeding Str 5fr 50 (155720)
The arglye™ PVC feeding tubes are used for short term access to the pediatric or neonatal stomach to decompress, administer feeding, medication and irrigation.
Case of 50: $30.65

NUTRITIONAL/FEEDING SUPPLIES

High Quality and Low Cost
AMEDA / EVENFLO
One Hand Manual Breast Pump (17061)
This Ameda pump is so compact it fits into a purse. The patented, easy-to-use design provides control and flexibility by varying the frequency and degree of the handle squeeze. The handle assembly eliminates the need for electrical outlets or batteries, and the one-hand design allows you to pump one breast while baby nurses on the other. By using two breast pumps, you may dual-pump to save precious...
Each: $19.87

AMEDA / EVENFLO
One-Hand Breast Pump - Dual HygieniKit with Flexishields (17126)
The exclusive patented HygieniKit, compatible with any electric Ameda breast pump, creates one of the most effective milk collection systems available today. It helps mothers provide the purest milk possible to their babies. The kit's unique silicone diaphragm acts as a barrier, separating the user from the suction source. This helps ensure milk purity by preventing contaminants from coming in con...
Each: $49.55

AMEDA / EVENFLO
Ameda Custom Breast Flange, Nipple Tunnel: 30.5mm without Insert, 28.5 mm with Insert (17148P)
Custom Breast Flange, For Nipple Size Larger than Standard Flange, Nipple Tunnel: 30.5mm without Insert, 28.5 mm with Insert, 2 Flanges and 2 Inserts per Box, For Use with Ameda Breast Pumps
Box: $3.06   CS: $36.70

COOPER SURGICAL INC
Cooper Surgical Stay Surgical Elastic (3311-1G)
Cooper Surgical Stay Surgical Elastic, 5 mm
Case of 50: $247.50

MEDELA
Harmony to Lactina Conversion Kit (67022)
Converts the Harmony manual breast pump to single electric pumping with a Lactina breastpump. Features and Benefits Chosen for you and your baby - All parts that come into contact with breastmilk are BPA/DEHP Free. What’s Included Tubing Piston Cylinder Pump connector Instructions Warranty: For hygienic reasons they cannot be returned to store once opened.
Each: $33.60   Case of 10: $333.60

ALIMED INC
ALIMED ORTHOTIC, FREEDOM ACCOM (6812)
FREEDOM ACCOMODATOR FOOT ORTHOSIS
Pair: $11.15

ALIMED INC
Bunion Shield (60762)
Alimed bunion shield.
Each: $5.24
Insoles, Duo/Laminate D-Soles™, Size A (Women's Shoe Sizes 5-8, Men's Shoe Sizes 4-6), 1/4" Thick (6227/NA/A)
Insoles, Duo/Laminate D-Soles™, Plastazote® and urethane based material for pressure distribution, shaped cup heel and metatarsal cushioning, heat moldable, Size A (Women's Shoe Sizes 5-8, Men's Shoe Sizes 4-6), 1/4" Thick
Pair: $17.81

ALIMED SLEEVE, Shin, Neoprene X-Large, Washable (GA31468XL)
Alimed® Neoprene Shin Support, x-large helps relieve the pain associated with shin splints. This compression sleeve conforms to the individual's shin and calf for great support that stimulates circulation and promotes healing. Warmth improves circulation. Compression helps relieve shin splint pain. Washable.
Each: $12.34

BIRD & CRONIN BOOTIES, Newborn, Pink Comfort-tot Slippers, One Size Fits All (0814 9509)
These newborn booties keep baby's feet and ankles warm and fit snugly to babies feet without constricting. Constructed of plush, soft stretch terry cloth material. One size will fit most newborns.
Pair: $0.85

Bird & Cronin Central Heel Support (0814 0963)
Bird & Cronin Central Heel Support, latex free.
Pair: $17.37

Bird & Cronin Slipper Thrif-T-Treds™ Universal Blue (08149623)
Thrif-T-Treds™ universal blue, pair, constructed of soft stretch poly ylon material, unique diamond tread design provides the ultimate in tread won't crack, chip or peel. One size fits all.
Pair: $0.73

Cervical Rehabilitation Collar, Miami J - Small (34491300)
Miami J cervical rehabilitation collar small size in yellow, 2in from chin to shoulder, open trach with chin rest, polyethylene shell provides rigid support and immobilization in all three planes of motion, recommended for immobilization, treatment and rehabilitation of stable cervical spine injuries resulting from trauma or disease.
Each: $67.92

Eagan One-Piece Extrication Collar-Sized, Short (08149354)
Eagan one-piece extrication collar-sized, short size in blue, designed specifically for emergency use, provides excellent cervical spine immobilization, can be easily applied in either a sitting or supine position, latex free.
Each: $6.85

High Quality and Low Cost
**BIRD & CRONIN**
**BIRD & CRONIN BOOTIES, Newborn, Blue Comfort-Tot Slippers, Terry Cloth, One Size Fits All (0814 9508)**
Comfor™ tots booties newborn blue, pair, keep newborn's feet and ankles warm, booties snugly fit babies' feet without constricting, constructed of plush soft stretch terry cloth material. One size will fit most newborns.
*Pair: $0.87  Case of 48: $41.76*

---

**BIRD & CRONIN**
**Bird & Cronin Arm Sling XXS (08140100)**
Comfor™ arm sling xx-small, our most popular arm sling, slide buckle on strap for each side adjustment, thumb loop allows patient to relax hand and hook and loop closure.
*Each: $1.76*

---

**BIRD & CRONIN**
**Bird & Cronin Sling Comfor™ Arm X Small (08140101)**
Comfor™ arm sling x-small, our most popular arm sling, slide buckle on strap for each side adjustment, thumb loop allows patient to relax hand and hook and loop closure.
*Each: $1.76*

---

**BIRD & CRONIN**
**Bird & Cronin Comfor™ Arm Sling Medium (08140103)**
Comfor™ arm sling medium, our most popular arm sling, slide buckle on strap for each side adjustment, thumb loop allows patient to relax hand and hook and loop closure.
*Each: $1.76*

---

**BIRD & CRONIN**
**Bird & Cronin Walker Ankle Anklizer Low Profile Small (08140392)**
Anklizer® low profile walker - Fixed ankle small female size 6 - 8 male size 4 1/2 - 7, designed for the treatment of stable fractures and ankle sprains, rocker bottom and low profile heel height facilitates for natural gait pattern, cushioned heel for greater energy absorption, lightweight, anatomically correct design offers excellent patient comfort and foam liner.
*Each: $37.51*

---

**BIRD & CRONIN**
**Ankle Stabilizer, AS1, with Air Valve, Size Regular (0814-0744)**
Ankle stabilizer, AS1, with air valve, size regular, fits left or right ankle, supports unstable or injured ankles, adjustable heel pad, vertical and swivel straps, latex-free
*Each: $19.74*

---

**BIRD & CRONIN**
**Bird & Cronin Sling Arm with Tab Medium Heavy Duty (08140813)**
Heavy duty arm sling with tab, medium. Latex-free. Hook and loop tab closure stabilizes elbow in place. Made of heavy duty breathable material. Diagonal strap limits pressure on neck and shoulder. Slide buckle on strap for each side adjustment. Thumb loop allows patient to relax hand. Hook and loop closure.
*Each: $1.97*
**Post Operative Shoe, Female (08141562)**
*Each: $4.30*

**Lumbosacral Support, Form-Fitting Elastic (08142985)**
Lumbosacral support, revere™, 13” length, size x-large, form-fitting all elastic, tapered front, support straps for lumbar region, hook and loop closure, latex-free
*Each: $21.51*

**Post-Op Shoe -Male- Large (08144294)**
Post-op shoe for male, large for male, fits shoe size 10.5-12, square toe design acts as a bumper to provide additional protection, latex free, rocker sole helps reduce plantar pressure on forefoot and heel, strapless footless closure eliminates buckle pressure on the forefoot, ankle strap eliminates heel slippage.
*Each: $7.98*

**Bird & Cronin Brace Ankle Elastic 45 Deg M (08144543)**
Elastic ankle support medium 8 1/4” - 9” designed to give two different degrees of tension in a single piece of elastic material spiral construction for a smooth, comfortable fit
*Each: $2.70*

**Superior Thumb Spica, Left Thumb Brace, Small/Medium, Latex-Free (08144833)**
Superior Thumb Spica, Left Thumb Brace, Small/Medium, Designed to Support Motion of MP and CMC Joints, Latex-Free
*Each: $10.45  Each: $10.32*

**IMATE™ Knee Sleeve - Large (08145604)**
13 in knee sleeve, large with knee circumference of 15 in - 16 in, measure around the center of the knee with leg extended, 1/8 in neoprene with nylon on two sides, anterior oval pad. Provides warmth and equal compression, latex free.
*Each: $11.03*

**The Back Spin - Dual Closure Tennis Elbow Support (08147080)**
The back spin dual closure tennis elbow support universal size, latex free, dual strapping allows for forearm contours, extra width allows for a wider distribution of pressure, elastic construction helps eliminate constriction, loop and lock closure aids in easy application, fits either left or right forearm.
*Each: $4.01*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Item Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BIRD &amp; CRONIN</td>
<td><strong>Bird &amp; Cronin L’TIMATE™ Tennis Elbow Support - Small (08147432)</strong>&lt;br&gt;L'timate small tennis elbow support with a forearm circumference of 9 in-10 in, latex free, 1/8 in neoprene with nylon on two sides, 1/4 in orthopedic felt pressure pad on inside, circumferential elastic strap with loop and lock closure, fits either left or right forearm. <strong>Each: $5.43</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSN MEDICAL</td>
<td><strong>BSN MEDICAL STOCKING, Compression, Knee-High, UltraSheer, Size Medium, 15-20 mmHg, Silky Beige (75166)</strong>&lt;br&gt;Compression Stocking, knee-high, ultrasheer, size medium, 15-20 mmHg, moderate compression, silky beige, seamless nylon/spandex, designed for use as therapeutic support for minor varicose veins and tired aching legs. <strong>Each: $36.57</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DARCO INTERNATIONAL INC</td>
<td><strong>Darco Medical Surgical Shoe Women's Small size 4-6 (MSW1N)</strong>&lt;br&gt;Derco Surgical Shoe Women Small 4-6: The Darco original blue round toe small-surg shoe with semi rigid sole. Construction effectively immobilizes the metatarsal region, protecting surgical corrections narrow reinforced heel counter two velcro straps are easily adjusted for patient comfort and can accommodate bulky dressings and bandages low profile, light and durable soft material provides the ult... <strong>Case of 36: $267.48</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC</td>
<td><strong>DEROYAL PROTECTOR, Heel Foot Drop Kodel Boot, Complete Unit, Universal Size, Plastic (M3013)</strong>&lt;br&gt;Protector heel/foot drop boot, PE fleece lining with 90 degree frame and rotation bar, 2 loop locking straps <strong>Each: $22.74 Each: $22.74</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC</td>
<td><strong>DEROYAL ABDOMINAL BINDER, 12IN 4-Panel Fits 27-48 IN Adjustable, Elastic Velcro Closure (13650000)</strong>&lt;br&gt;Latex-safe elastic material. Universal sizing. These abdominal binders are made of latex-safe elastic material and feature a hook and loop closure. Designed for use on abdominal muscle strain, soreness in abdominal region and post-abdominal surgery. Measure circumference from the male waist or the female hips. <strong>Each: $11.25</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC</td>
<td><strong>Deroyal Shoulder Immobilizer with Pad Medium (9001-13)</strong>&lt;br&gt;Shoulder immobilizer with pad medium <strong>Each: $7.55</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC</td>
<td><strong>Darco Shoe, Post-Operative, Female Shoe Size 8.5-10, Large (DS1015-14)</strong>&lt;br&gt;Darco shoe, Darby Post-Operative, Female Shoe Size 8.5-10, Large, DS1015-14 <strong>Each: $12.40 Each: $12.40</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Deroyal Serpentine Collar Medium Density Small (1005-02)
Serpentine foam cervical collar, medium density, small contoured 3 in. Height x 17 in. Length with stockinette cover, velcro closure.
Each: $6.49

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Deroyal Splint, Right Hand Canvas Small (1020025)
Right hand, small wrist/forearm support splint, wrap around with thumb strap canvas loop lock straps. Palmar/dorsal stays.
Each: $7.09  Each: $7.09

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Deroyal 6 in. Cock-Up Wrist with Laces Left-Small (13606)
Splint wrist cock-up, 6 inch, each with laces, canvas beige, left, small.
Each: $10.50

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Stat Padded Clavicle Strap, Universal. (3006-00)
Stat padded clavicle strap, universal. Synthetic stockinette over foam padding does not absorb water and can be worn while bathing serpentine stitch design to prevent migration available in buckle or hook and loop closure indications: clavicle fractures; grade II and III acromioclavicular separations; osteolysis of the clavicle; AC degenerative joint pain; mechanical cervical disease; postural dys...
Each: $11.90  Each: $11.53

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Deroyal Cast, Padding, Synthetic (C290400)
Cast Padding - Features needle-loomed rolls that are easy to tear and stay plush under the cast. Synthetic Padding for fiberglass Casts, Plaster Casts and Other Wound Bandaging
Case of 12: $12.90

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Deroyal Sling & Swathe ER4442-00 Dnro (ER4442-00)
(Deroyal) use these versatile slings and swathes to treat a variety of shoulder injuries. They are designed to maintain the glenohumeral joint in an internally rotated position. The slings and swathes are made of blue synthetic material and feature adjustable buckles for strap length. The swathe may be attached to the sling in any desired position. Choose standard or extra-long swathe. Universal s...
Each: $10.75

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Deroyal Collar, Cervical Philadelphia (ER9916-01)
(DeRoyal) These collars with trachea hole provide excellent immobilization of the cervical spine by helping to eliminate side-to-side head movement while supporting the occipital and mandibular areas. They feature preformed molded foam and can be incorporated into a plaster body jacket. One collar per case.
Each: $14.95
DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
DEROYAL COLLAR, Cervical Philadelphia, Medium 3.25IN High, 13-16IN with Chin Rest (ER9916-02)
These collars with trachea hole provide excellent immobilization of the cervical spine by helping to eliminate side-to-side head movement while supporting the occipital and mandibular areas. They feature preformed molded foam and can be incorporated into a plaster body jacket. One collar per case.
Each: $14.95

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
DEROYAL Small Compressed Concave Hip Abduction Pillow - High-Density (M60-076-S)
Concave sides hold legs in secure position. Long foam straps with hook closure for easy application and adjustment. Used for post surgical hip abduction.
Each: $21.50  : $86.00

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Deroyal Splint, Wrist 6 inch Cock-Up Medium (ER9903-08)
Splint, wrist 6 inch cock-up medium
Each: $6.15

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Deroyal Collar Phil 3-1/2 Med (ER9919-03)
Cervical collar phil large
Each: $14.95

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Stat Velcro Extension for Cervical Collar. (1011-00)
Stat velcro extension for cervical collar.
Each: $1.34

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Deroyal Marker Skin Surgical Fine Tip With Ruler (26002)
Deroyal use these skin markers to draw smooth, clear lines on your patient's skin. They produce nontoxic, prep-resistant gentian violet ink that will not tattoo skin. Each marker has a barrel that is legibly ruled in centimeters. They are individually packed in a sterile peel pouch for fiber-free introduction into the sterile environment. Latex-free. Choose from standard tip markers with blue bar...
Each: $5.06

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Philadelphia Stat Cervical Collar, 4.25 (1044-02)
Philadelphia stat cervical collar, 4.25", medium.
Each: $16.13
DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Deroyal 3-1/4 in. Philadelphia Collar Medium (10602)
Each: $16.11

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Deroyal 3 1/4 in. Philadelphia Collar with Tracheotomy Pediatric (10611)
Each: $16.11

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Splint Abducted Thumb Right Large (12860207)
Plastic stat,right, large 12860207
Each: $26.32

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Binder, Abdominal 12 Inch (13620007)
Binder, abdominal 12 inch latex-safe elastic material four(12") panel design hook and loop closure indications: abdominal muscle strain; soreness in abdominal region; post-abdominal surgery.
Each: $23.23

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Deroyal Universal Shoulder Immobilizer (17001)
Shoulder immobilizer with elastic velpaeau dressing. Reduces abduction and arm rotation. Fits male and female patients. Foam padded cuffs provide increased comfort and prevent wrist drop. Extremely durable.
Each: $14.09

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Stat Econo Knee Immobilizer Contoured, XL, 20 (24304)
Stat econo knee immobilizer, xl, 20". practical universal knee immobilizer can be cut to fit a range of sizes. Movable medial and lateral stays can be placed in any desired position. Made of a soft medical grade foam. Immobilization is obtained by three contoured posterior stays. Six easy loop lock closures. Includes a removable elastic patella closure.
Each: $16.96

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Dillon Envelope Arm Sling, Medium. (0704D51)
Dillon envelope arm sling, medium.
Each: $3.97

High Quality and Low Cost
DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Deroyal Brace Wrist Small Left Hand (0558D31)
Support wrist 6 in-6.5 in left small elastic slip-on w/thumb hole & hook & loop close palmar stay.
Each: $7.53

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Deroyal Cervical Collar Comfo-Eze (nar) large (1002-04)
Each: $6.85

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Deroyal Cervical Collar 4 in. X 17 in. Pediatric (1004-02)
Each: $3.99

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Deroyal Wrist-Forearm Lp/Lock R-Sm (5002-02)
Small right wrist/forearm support w/thumb strap perforated vinyl loop-lock straps, palmar/dorsal stays.
Each: $10.06

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
DEROYAL LEATH WRIST SPLINT L-M (5010-08)
LEATHER WRIST AND FOREARM SPLINT WITH ABDUCTED THUMB; HOOK AND LOOP CLOSURE AND A METAL STAY IN THE THUMB.
Each: $7.90 Each: $9.32

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Deroyal Wrist Splint. Elastic 8 in. Right Wrist, Medium (5016-03)
Application wrist splint, color tan, fastening type contact closure. Length 8 inch, material-elastic. size: medium wrist compatibility: right
Each: $8.57

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Deroyal 8 in. Cock-Up Wrist with Laces. Left. Medium (5022-07)
White adjustable cock up splint, 8" medium. Made of white duck cloth laminated to flannel with an adjustable palmar spoon stay. Medium fits wrist circumference of 7-8".
Each: $10.85
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Universal Cutaway Wrist &amp; Wrist/Forearm Splint</td>
<td>$9.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deroyal Cool Blue Wrist / Forearm, Right. Universal wrap around w/thumb strap, perforated foam loop-lock straps, Palmar/Dorsal stays.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each: $9.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deroyal Wrist &amp; Forearm R/Hand Small</td>
<td>$9.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small right hand wrist and forearm, 10 in-10.5 in wrap round w/thumb strap, perforated vinyl foam laminate flannel lining hook &amp; loop straps palmar stay.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each: $9.58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deroyal Wrist &amp; F/A Splint L/Ped</td>
<td>$9.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support wrist/forearm left pedi wrap around w/thumb strap perforated vinyl loop-lock straps palmar stay.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each: $9.58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deroyal Knee Immobilizer CNVS / Foam</td>
<td>$21.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deroyal Knee Immobilizer CNVS / Foam, 24&quot; in length x-large, cotton / foam, laminate popliteal pad, medial / lateral stay loop lock straps patella open.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each: $21.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deroyal Knee Imm. Cutaway</td>
<td>$17.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal cutaway foam knee immobilizer w/ straight stays, 24&quot; length. This product features moveable ribbed stays, a patella strap and loop lock closure. The universal cutaway style comes with popliteal pad.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each: $17.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deroyal Triple Panel Canvas Knee Immobilizer 16&quot;</td>
<td>$18.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deroyal Triple Panel Canvas Knee Immobilizer, 16&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each: $18.70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC  
Deroyal CNVS. Immobilizer Knee W/Tabs (7093-03)  
Deroyal CNVS. Immobilizer Knee w/Tabs, 19" in length, large, canvas loop lock straps.  
**Each:** **$17.35**

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC  
Deroyal Philadelphia Collar (ER9919-01)  
Deroyal Philadelphia Collar, 3 1/4" high, small.  
**Each:** **$15.84**

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC  
Deroyal Finger Splint Alum Foam .75 X1 (FS11003)  
Application finger splint, color silver fastening type adhesive tape hand compatibility left or right hand material aluminum foam size 34 x 18 inch style strip  
**Dozen:** **$9.96**

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC  
Deroyal Custom Sling Medium (8002-03)  
Custom Arm Sling with Wide Strap, Size Medium 6.5" x 15", Thumb Loop, Hook and Loop Closure  
**Each:** **$4.76**

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC  
Deroyal Custom Sling Large (8002-04)  
Custom Arm Sling with Wide Strap, Size Large 7 inch x 18.75 inch, Thumb Loop, Hook and Loop Closure  
**Each:** **$5.00**

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC  
Deroyal Arm Elevator W Packets Large (8011-03)  
Large arm elevatorsling, vertical strap, wd-ring cotton cloth 2-pocket w2 ice bags, 2 velcro Clsr hand exposed.  
**Each:** **$12.58**

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC  
Deroyal Splint Wrist Leather White Rh-Sm (8745-02)  
Application wrist splint, color white, each fastening type contact closure material leatherette, size small wrist compatibility right wrist  
**Each:** **$8.88**
**DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC**

**DEROYAL SPLINT, Finger, Curved Gutter Aluminum Open Cell Foam 4IN Long X 7/8IN Wide, Blue (9113-05)**

**Dozen: $12.39**

---

**DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC**

**Deroyal Small Navy Vest Restraint, Sleeved Plus Zipper Ties (M265-S)**
Easy to clean tietex construction. “A-Line” design widens at bottom of vest to fit larger patients. Longer sleeve design helps prevent patients from working arms out of vest. Low neckline enhances patient comfort and safety. Offset zipper back closure helps prevent pressure on spine. Optional straps available to secure shoulder loops to the movable portion of the head of the bed. Straps attach ...

**Each: $17.91**

---

**DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC**

**Deroyal Wrap-Arnd Elbow Strap Univ (6005-00)**
Universal elastic tennis elbow band, foam lining wrap around w/loop lock close.

**Each: $4.20**

---

**DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC**

**Deroyal Arm Sling Buckle Closure (A112096)**
Deroyal Arm Sling Buckle Closure, medium.

**Each: $3.81**

---

**DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC**

**Deroyal Collar, Philadelphia with Trach Hole Large (V9920-13)**
Collar, philly with trach hole large, product number changed to DTX

**Each: $13.81**

---

**DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC**

**Deroyal Neoprene Wrist Splint, Right (NE7739-72)**
Deroyal Neoprene Wrist Splint, Right, hook & loop closure, 6”, medium.

**Each: $14.13**

---

**DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC**

**Wrist Splint, Right, Size Small, 8" Long, Hook & Loop Closure (TX9903-02)**
Wrist/Forearm Splint, Right, Size Small, Tietex, 8" Long, Hook & Loop Closure, Lock Strap at Wrist for Compression & Support, Removable/Bendable Palmar & Dorsal Stays; Full Finger Range of Motion

**Each: $8.36**

---

**High Quality and Low Cost**
**ORTHOPEDIC**

**DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC**

**Wrist Splint, Left, Size X-Large, 8" Long, Hook & Loop Closure (TX9903-10)**
Wrist/Forearm Splint, Left, Size X-Large, Tietex, 8" Long, Hook & Loop Closure, Lock Strap at Wrist for Compression & Support, Removable/Bendable Palmar & Dorsal Stays; Full Finger Range of Motion

**Each:** $8.76

**DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC**

**Deroyal Philadelphia Collar Large (TX9916-03)**
Deroyal Philadelphia Collar, Large 4.25.

**Each:** $15.84

**DJ ORTHO**

**Super Knee Splints (79-80059)**
Together with djo, we offer these comfortable, durable knee splints constructed of foam and mesh with alternating web straps and loop/lock contact closure. The splints feature medial/lateral i-beam stays and three double-bend posterior stays for proper immobilization and include an adjustable foam pop pad. For proper fit, measure circumference of leg 4" above the patella.

**Each:** $17.01

**DJ ORTHO**

**Procare Flex-Master Sterile Clip Closure Bandage (79-98723)**
2" x 5.5 yards of sterile bandage. For post-surgical applications such as thoracic, knee, amputations, mastectomy, vascular, shoulder and burns. Latex free, cotton/elastic construction with clip closure.

**Pack of 20:** $59.43

**MABIS / DURO-MED INDUSTRIES**

**Duro-Med Lumbar Back Half-Roll (7914)**

**Each:** $5.52

**MEDICAL ACTION INDUSTRIES INC**

**Med Act Rubber Foam 21 (61054)**
Padding cast/splint foam rubber 1" thick x 21" wide x 36" length.

**Box of 1:** $26.28

**ROYCE MEDICAL / CENTEC/ OSSUR**

**Royce Medical Contoured Wrist Splint (217087)**
Contoured Wrist Splint, Left, Large, Canvas. Fits Wrist Circumference: 8"-.9". Velcro Straps With Loop Lock Closures.

**Each:** $9.87
ORTHOPEDIC

Royce Medical Equalizer® Walker Medium Boot Low Top (W0700)
Ossur/Royce Equalizer® Walker Boot (Medium) Low Top Version features: Contoured strut design allows the walker frame to conform to the patients’ anatomy, ensuring a better fit, Unique shock absorbing sole reduces impact of heel strike during ambulation, Rocker bottom is specially engineered to be low and wide to help promote a natural stable gait

Each: $37.91

OSTOMY

SUR-FIT Natura® Urostomy Transparent Pouch (401537)
The Convatec Sur-Fit Natura® ostomy system is a comprehensive product line with the latest skin barrier technologies. The plastic coupling ring allows the pouch and skin barrier to snap together for audible security. Sur-Fit Natura® Urostomy pouches have an extended anti-reflux valve and comfort panels. Transparent. Standard, with fold-up tap, with 1-sided comfort panel - 70 mm (2 3/4") flange

Box of 10: $27.66

OSTOMY

Stomahesive® SUR-FIT® AutoLock® Unit Dose Kits (401673)
The Convatec Sur-Fit® Autolock® flanging system closes and locks automatically with a single light touch. An audible click confirms the attachment of skin barrier to pouch. Pouches can be rotated or repositioned while locked in place. Tap allows for draining of urine. Unit dose kit contains one barrier and one pouch. transparent. Unit dose kit non-sterile, contains stomahesive® flexible skin barri...

Box of 5: $45.22

OSTOMY

Stomahesive® SUR-FIT® AutoLock® Unit Dose Kits (401673)
The Convatec Sur-Fit® Autolock® flanging system closes and locks automatically with a single light touch. An audible click confirms the attachment of skin barrier to pouch. Pouches can be rotated or repositioned while locked in place. Tap allows for draining of urine. Unit dose kit contains one barrier and one pouch. transparent. Unit dose kit non-sterile, contains stomahesive® flexible skin barri...

Box of 5: $45.22

OSTOMY

Ostomy Skin Barrier, Pediatric, 32mm Flange, Standard Flexible Tape Collar, Little Ones®, Latex-Free (401925)
Little Ones® Stomahesive® Ostomy Skin Barrier, Pediatric, 32mm Flange, Standard Flexible Tape Collar, Audible Click Coupling Ring, White, Latex-Free

Box of 5: $16.12

OSTOMY

Convatec Pouch Surfit Natura Little Onesdrainable 1 3/4 in. (401928)
Sur-fit Natura little ones drainable ostomy pouch with one-sided comfort panel, 45 mm 1-3/4 in. Flange, 6 , transparent. Includes two night drainage adapters.

Box of 10: $16.46

OSTOMY

Convatec Pouch Sur-Fit 1-3/4 in. Flange (404016)
Sur-fit Natura drainable pouch with 1-sided comfort panel and 1-3/4 in. Flange, 12 in. , opaque.

Box of 20: $36.30

OSTOMY

Ostomy Skin Barrier, Moldable, For 33-45mm Stoma, Large 57mm Flange, Flexible Tape Collar, Latex-Free (404594)
Sur-Fit Natura® Ostomy Skin Barrier, Moldable Technology™ for Improved Skin Protection, For 33-45mm Stoma, Large, 57mm Flange, Durahesive® Flexible Tape Collar, Good for Mostly Liquid Output, Audible Click Coupling Ring, White, Latex-Free

Box of 10: $57.00

High Quality and Low Cost
**Convatec Pouch 12 Drain with Invisiclose left side (410815)**
Esteem synergy drainable pouch with filter, invisiclose tail closure system and 1-sided comfort panel, 12”, opaque, for skin barrier with large stoma opening on left side. 30 filter covers included.
**Box of 20: $58.56**

**Convatec® Little Ones® Active Life® 6 (020917)**
With one-sided comfort panel. Includes 2 night drainage adapters. 5/16” to 1”, transparent.
**Box of 15: $49.22**

**Convatec® Sterile Gentle Touch Urostomy System 2 3/4 in (020930)**
Gentle touch urostomy postoperative system. Includes 1 Stomahesive wafer w/ sure-fit flange, 1 Sur-Fit urostomy post-op pouch (transparent standard) w/ gentle tough flange, 1 night drainage adapter. 70mm (2-3/4”) flange. Sterile * 1 Stomahesive® wafer with sur-fit® flange * 1 Sur-Fit® urostomy post operative pouch (transparent standard) with gentle touch® flange * 1 night drainage adapter
**Box of 2: $18.34**

**ActiveLife® Ostomy Pouch, 3/4 inch Opening, Transparent (022764)**
ActiveLife® Ostomy 12 inch Pouch, Pre-cut 3/4 inch Opening, Tape Collar, 1-Sided Comfort Panel, Tail-Clip, Transparent
**Box of 10: $23.92**

**Convatec Pouch 1 inch Stoma Opening Closed-End (175769)**
Active Life closed-end ostomy pouch with skin barrier and filter, one-piece, pre-cut, 25 mm , 1” stoma opening, opaque. Designed for times when pouch emptying and cleansing is inconvenient.
**Box of 15: $28.41**

**ActiveLife® One-Piece Opaque Closed-End Pouch (175773)**
A lightweight, flexible, one-piece system, Activelife® combines the skin barrier and the pouch into one simple, easy-to-manage system. Pouch is designed for one-Time use. Simply discard once full. Pre-cut, with filter, no tape collar, with 1-sided comfort panel opaque 50 mm (2”) stoma opening
**Box of 15: $28.69**

**Hollister Barrier Skin 4 in 102 mm New Image (14206)**
Confidence assured with the floating flange; provides utmost security with the patented locking system that audibly “clicks” into place. protects skin from corrosive drainage with the standard wear, flexwear skin barrier. eliminates pressure on tender post operative abdomens with the exclusive floating flange.
**Box of 5: $25.09**

---

**Opportunity Purchasing**
HOLLISTER

Hollister Barrier Flat Skin Upt (15602)
Box of 5: $23.15

HOLLISTER

Hollister Colostomy Ileostomy Kit 2 3/4 in Flange (3716)
Hollister 3716 centerpointlock two-piece drainable colostomy/ileostomy kit, 2 3/4" fl ange, up to 2 1/4" barrier opening, letter match: k. Non-sterile. Includes: 1 centerpointlock transparent drainable pouch, 1 (hollister #372x) cut-To-fit flexwear skin barrier with floating flange and 1 drainable pouch clamp.  
Box of 5: $32.89

HOLLISTER

Hollister Pouch Urostomy 1.5 (3907)
Hollister 3907 centerpointlock two-piece urostomy pouch, 1 1/2" fl ange, 9"l, letter match: h, transparent film. Odor-barrier, rustle-free quiet film.  
Box of 10: $33.16

HOLLISTER

Hollister Wipe Protective Skin (7917)
Hollister 7917 skin gel protective dressing packet. ostomy care product. helps protect vulnerable areas from effects of mechanical injury. use under tape to minimize skin stripping.  
Box of 50: $19.29

FOUGERA DIV ALTANA INC

Fougera Swim-Ear (0168-0212-91)
Dries water in ears and relieves water-clogged ears, thereby relieving discomfort, the sensation of fullness or hearing impairment. Swim-ear…the ear drying aid that clears trapped ear-water due to bathing, showering, swimming, hair washing, jacuzzi, etc.  
Each: $2.00

GERICARE PHARMACEUTICALS CORP

Gericare One-Daily Multi Vitamins with Minerals (531-30)
Gericare one-daily multi vitamins with minerals, 300 tablets per bottle  
Each: $4.59   Case of 12: $53.50

ARJOHUNTELEIGH INTERNATIONAL LTD

Huntleigh Booties, Large Foot Garment F/Use W/ Fp 5000 Foot Pump (FG200R)
Booties Large Foot Garment, sleeve SCD foot cover  
Each: $31.60   Case of 10: $316.00

High Quality and Low Cost
ARJOHUNTLEIGH INTERNATIONAL LTD
Huntleigh Tubing Flowtron Connector Replacement (LG550)
Tubing Flowtron Connector Replacement, accessory SCD Tubing Assembly F / Flowtron
Case of 5: $83.84

ATTENDS / PAPERPAK HOLDINGS LTD
PAPER-PAK UNDERPAD 30X30 (H-3030/10)
Soft, non-woven facing covers entire surface of underpad to promote healthy skin, and its new diamond embossed pattern helps channel fluid and wick it into the core
Case of 150: $26.25

BIRD & CRONIN
Slipper Socks with Treads, Youth Size 10.5-4.5, Cranberry, Comfor-Treads® (08149512)
Slipper Socks with Treads, Youth Size 10.5-4.5, Cranberry, Knit-Cuff, Tread Designed for Maximum Gripping Traction, Unisex, Color-Coded Sizes, Comfor-Treads®, Latex-Free
Each: $0.78  Case of 48: $37.21

COLOPLAST CORPORATION
Sween® Xtra-Care Lotion with Natural Vitamin E, 2 ml Packets (0424)
Sween® Lotion, Xtra-Care, 2% CHG, Hand and Body. For Normal to Dry Skin, 2 ml Single-Application Packets.
Case of 300: $34.56

DATEX OHMEDA
Cover disposable biliblanket (6600-0270-200)
Cover disposable biliblanket compact unit weights only 7 lbs cable is durable and highly flexible for easy maneuverability. Designed for easy maintenance: quartz halogen bulb provides long dependable service. Access door makes bulb replacement fast and easy for the user. Air filter slides out for easy cleaning.
Bag of 1: $19.87

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Deroyal Double Sided Slipper (M3067-U)
Deroyal Double Sided Slipper, large, blue, non-skid tread.
Case of 24: $35.59

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Stockinette Tubular Cotton 2" X 25 Yards, Non-Sterile (R2)
Stockinette Tubular Cotton 2" X 25 Yards, For Use in Casting Applications, Non-Sterile
Each: $6.24  Case of 250: $156.12
**DONOVAN**

**DONOVAN INDUSTRIES RAZOR, DawnMist Triple-Play Face Razor with Swivel Head and Lubed Strip (DR3886)**

Dawnmist triple play face razor comes with three micro-edge blades and lubrication strips. It has a disposable, teal handle with clear plastic guard. It is packaged 10 eaches/box, 50 boxes/cs, and 500 eaches/cs.

*Box of 10: $3.20  Case of 500: $160.00*

---

**GRAHAM FIELD HEALTH PRODUCTS INC**

**Graham Field Genpak Paper Portion Cups (F125)**

Graham Field Genpak Paper Portion Cups

*Case of 5000: $117.00*

---

**GRAHAM FIELD HEALTH PRODUCTS INC**

**GRAHAM FIELD Universal Raised Toilet Seat with Armrests (6990A)**

GRAHAM FIELD Universal Raised Toilet Seat with Armrests. Built in toilet safety rail. Textured arm rest designed to provide good gripping surface. Seat height adjusts from 3-1/2” to 6-1/2”. Arm height above seat: 7-1/2”. Full length splash guard extends into toilet for greater protection. Easily removed when not needed.

*Each: $28.96*

---

**GRAHAM FIELD HEALTH PRODUCTS INC**

**GRAHAM FIELD MALE URINAL WITH COVER (3201)**

GRAHAM FIELD Male Urinal with Cover. Durable translucent polyethylene hospital ware designed for single patient use. Easy-to-clean and cold sterilizable. Lightweight, economical plastic can withstand temperatures up to 95oC (203oF). Easy grip open handle; hangs on bed rail. Graduated in ounces.

*Each: $1.24*

---

**HYDROX**

**HYDROX LABS HAND SANITIZER, Instant, with Citrus Fragrance (14670FT)**

Use to help reduce bacteria on the skin that can cause disease. Kills 99.9 % of germs. Clean fresh citrus fragrance.

*Each: $0.60  Each: $36.00*

---

**MABIS / DURO-MED INDUSTRIES**

**DMI® Universal Plastic Raised Toilet Seat (1507)**

Seat height adjusts from 3” to 6” for patient comfort • Complete one-piece design with full plastic splash guard • Features four Duro-Coat® bracket guards to help protect bowl and keep seat securely in place • Fits most standard and elongated bowls • Weight capacity: 250 lbs

*Each: $31.12*

---

**MEDICAL ACTION INDUSTRIES INC**

**Lid, Cup-Cover, for 00112 Pitcher, Rose, 5 oz (16113)**

Lid, Cup-Cover, for 00112 Pitcher, Rose, 5 oz

*Case of 12: $5.06*
**MEDICAL ACTION INDUSTRIES INC**

**Bedpan, Female, Fracture Style, Disposable, 1 Liter, Ivory (H102-08)**
Bedpan, Female, Fracture Style, 13” X 9.25” X 3” (Front) X 1” (Back), Disposable, 1 Liter (1.1 Qt), Ivory
Case of 12: $14.40

**MEDICAL ACTION INDUSTRIES INC**

**Bedpan, Pontoon Style, Disposable, 1.9 Liter (2 Quart), Gold, Individually Wrapped (H120BG-05)**
Bedpan, Pontoon Style, Disposable, 14.38” X 11.63” X 4.25” (Front) X 2.63” (Back), 1.9 Liter (2 Quart), Gold, Individually Wrapped
Case of 20: $21.15

**MEDLINE INDUSTRIES**

**Terrycloth Slippers - Medium, Green (MDT211218MI)**
Nothing is cozier than soft, warm, terrycloth Single Tread Slippers. With skid resistant treading, Single Tread Slippers are designed for safety. Constructed with terrycloth on the inside to absorb perspiration and provide added patient comfort.
Case of 48: $36.01

**MEDLINE INDUSTRIES**

**MEDLINE IND STETHOSCOPE, Dual Head Gray, Diaphragm/Bell 22IN Tubing (MDS926202)**
Stethoscope dual head diaphragm/bell 22IN tubing.
Each: $4.55

**MEDLINE INDUSTRIES**

**Medline Syringe, Each R/Ulcer, 3 Oz, (DYND70277)**
Sterile ulcer each r syringe 3 oz.
Case of 50: $37.09

**MEDLINE INDUSTRIES**

**Enema Solutions - Sodium phosphate enema, 4.5 fl oz (MDS095005)**
Solutions are pre-bottled and ready to use. Anatomically correct tips are pre-lubricated for a safe and relaxed insertion. Protective shields help to prevent contamination. One-way safety valve controls flow and helps prevent reflux. Convenient round squeeze bottle is easy to hold.
Case of 24: $20.10

**MEDLINE INDUSTRIES**

**Medline Infant Head and Foot Warmers Pink and Blue Stripe One Ply (MDT211434PB)**
Colorful and functional stockinette cap helps reduce heat loss in infants. Made with soft, warm knit. Choose from one-ply blue, pink, or combo stripes. Also available as deluxe two-ply caps sold in solid white, blue or pink
Case of 50: $20.26
**PATIENT CARE**

**MEDLINE INDUSTRIES**

Medline Slipper Double Tread Large Blue (MDTDBLTREADL)
Pair
*Case of 48: $47.15*

---

**MICROTEK MEDICAL INC**

MICROTEK VENODYNE ADVANTAGE 610 Foot and calf compression (610)
Venodyne foot and calf compression systems include: Quick connect tubing and Booklet
*Each: $1,462.50*

---

**NURSE ASSIST INC/ WELCON/ QUANTUM**

WELCON/NURSE ASSIST BAG, Feeding 1000 ML, Top Fill Container with Pre-Attached Pump Set, Disposable (UG1000)
Feeding bag, 1000ML top-fill container with pre-attached pump set includes 8-FT tubing length to allow for greater patient mobility. The 6-step connector allows usage of over 80 different nasogastric tubes and gastrostomy tubes. All bags are manufactured of Class VI foodgrade vinyl to assure formula integrity.
*Case of 30: $89.21*

---

**PRECISION DYNAMICS**

Precision Dynamics Speed Write on Band (440-16-PDM)
Precision Dynamics Patient Band Write on Speedi-band, 11 to 13 inch snap closure the wristband's surface will accept handwritten information for quick patient identification an alcohol-resistant hospital marker is included in each box.
*Box of 500: $97.55*

---

**PRECISION DYNAMICS**

Precision Dynamics Corp. Disposable Sleeves for Wrist, Board Disposable 4.5x9” (45025-13-MGH )
Disposable armboards provide comfort and support to the patient during intravenous procedures. Disposable foam armboards are lightweight to allow air circulation for added patient comfort. Disposable sleeves, available separately, are made of durable nonwoven material. They cover the armboard to help reduce cross contamination and allow for easy cleaning.
*Box of 200: $22.92*

---

**PRECISION DYNAMICS**

Precision Dynamics Corp. Veri-Color® pink infant wristbands (110-12-PDJ)
Soft Vinyl, Snap closure, Latex free, 2 1/16” L x 9/16” H
*Box of 250: $42.16*

---

**PRECISION DYNAMICS**

Precision Softlock Sealident Adult Clear (611-10-PDJ)
Securline® hospital marker black water and alcohol resistant fine-Tipped marker is provided free in each box of write-on and alert style wristbands
*Each: $28.80*
**PATIENT IDENTIFICATION**

**PRECISION DYNAMICS**

*Precision Dynamics Corp. Soft-Lock® Uni-Print® 619 Wristbands (Pediatric/Infant) (619-49-PDJ)*

Bear Print Soft vinyl Adhesive closure Imprint or writing surface works with all embossing machines 2 5/8" L x 1/2" H

**Box of 250: $36.47**

---

**PRECISION DYNAMICS**

*Precision SoftLock Cologuard Adult/Pediatric Orange 2 (62117PDJ)*

"Soft-lock® series soft vinyl adhesive closure accommodates up to five lines of information insert cards are included custom imprinting available upon request cologuard adult/pediatric orange lines of info: 5 info area: 2 3/4" L x 7/8"

**Box of 250: $37.50**

---

**PRECISION DYNAMICS**

*Precision Soft-Lock Uni-Print Adlt/Ped Blue (62513PDJ)*

Precision Dynamic,Soft-lock Uni-Print Adult/Pediatric Band, blue soft vinyl adhesive closure imprint or writing surface, works with all embossing machines custom imprinting available upon request info area: 3" x 1"

**Box of 1000: $37.50**

---

**DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC**

*Holder for Suction Tubing & Cautery Wire, Non-Sterile (MSC-1NS)*

Holder for Suction Tubing & Cautery Wire, Blue Plastic, Non-Sterile Bulk

**Case of 100: $36.72**

---

**GAYMAR INDUSTRIES INC**

*Gaymar Thermacare® Upper Body OR Quilt (TC2052)*

Thermacare® upper body or quilt spunbonded, non-woven polypropylene w/polyethylene coating. size: 26-1/4in. X 72-3/4in. Weight: 6.2 oz.

**Each: $11.33**

---

**MEDLINE INDUSTRIES**

*Deluxe Static Air Mattress (MSC063000)*

Medline's Deluxe Static Air Mattress helps prevent and aid in the treatment of pressure sores. An exclusive two-part safety valve system and double interlocking sealing valve prevent leaks. Deflates quickly when immediate medical attention is required. Heavy-gauge vinyl is bacteria and odor-resistant and easy to clean. 36" x 75" when inflated.

**Case of 4: $148.68**  **Case of 4: $148.68**
DIAL CORPORATION
Dial Soap Pure and Natural 1.5 Ounce Bar (1092300156)
Dial Soap Pure and Natural 1.5 Ounce Bar, Deodorant, individually wrapped
Case of 500: $54.73

DIAL CORPORATION
DIAL CORPORATION SOAP HAND SANITIZER (95862)
LIQUID DIAL SENSITIVE SKIN FLEX PAK 800 ML
Case of 12: $60.09

DIAL CORPORATION
DIAL PURE AND NATURAL HAND SOAP (902)
PURE AND NATURAL LIQUID SOAP DÉCOR PUMP 7.5 OZ
Case of 12: $12.93

GOJO INDUSTRIES INC
Gojo Provon Lotion Hand & Body 1 Gallon (4236-04)
Gojo 423604 provon moisturizing hand and body lotion, pour gallon. Deep-conditioning moisturizer specially formulated to condition dry, irritated skin. Restore delicate skin to help prevent skin breakdown. Latex and chg compatible. Enriched with aloe and Vitamin E.
Case of 4: $49.87

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Insufflation Tubing with 0.3 Micro Filter, with Stryker Adapter Non-Sterile Bulk (28-0211NS)
Insufflation Tubing with 0.3 Micro Filter, with Stryker Adapter Non-Sterile Bulk
Case of 100: $404.02

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Tubing Insufflation with 3 Microfilters (28-0212NS)
Tubing Insufflation with 3 Microfilters
Box of 50: $245.00 Case of 100: $489.00

HUDSON
TELEFLEX/HUDSON BREATHING BAG, Anesthesia 2.0 Liter, Latex, Disposable with Short Nipple 22MM Bush Neck (5422)
Bag Breathing Anesthesia 2 Liter Latex Disposable w/short Nipple 22mm Bush Neck
Case of 20: $33.23

High Quality and Low Cost
HUDSON
**Hudson Nebulizer Kit 2+2 (1888)**
Hudson 1888 micro mist nebulizer kit, 2+2. Latex-free. Contains two each of: Hudson #1880 nebulizer and #1183 nebulizer. Packaged complete.
**Case of 25: $63.28  Case of 25: $63.28**

HUDSON
**Hudson Cannula Nasal Aire II Critical Care Interface for Non-Invasive Medium (CMD3)**
The Nasal Aire II Critical Care is a disposable interface intended for use in Non-Invasive Ventilation. The interface looks, wears and feels like an oversized oxygen cannula. The mask features a proprietary internal nasal seal that is designed to deliver leak-free therapy, without the need for bulky, restrictive headgear.
**Proprietary Internal Nasal Seal**
**Simple Neck Strap**
**Sizing Gauge**
**Soft Silicone...**
**Case of 10: $417.38  Case of 10: $417.38**

HUDSON
**Hudson Nebulizer - Thermagard Heater (5705)**
**Each: $590.00**

HUDSON
**Hudson/Rci: Sensor Oxygen 1 Each (5500)**
Hudson 5500 oxygen sensor. Latex-free. Combines speed and accuracy of polarographic sensor with stability and dependability of galvanic cell.
**Each: $72.39**

HUDSON
**Hudson Mask, Non-Rebreather W/Safety Vent (1059)**
**Case of 50: $59.65**

HUDSON
**Hudson/Rci Stick Bite Limited Distribution 50 (1174)**
Hudson 1174 bite block/tongue depressor, semirigid plastic. Latex-free, disposable. Maintains patient airway while helping to prevent self-inflicted oral injury.
**Case of 50: $32.24**

HUDSON
**Hudson Humidifier Humin Vent 2 Port (13312)**
The HUMID-VENT 2 is designed in both angled and straight (with or without flex tube) versions and is recommended for tidal volumes between 150mL and 1500mL. The transparent housing provides excellent visibility. The HUMID-VENT 2 is designed for intensive care and anesthesia applications.
**Case of 20: $48.18**
HUDSON
Hudson/Rei: Venti-Comp (1550)
• A disposable, accurate system for computing tidal volume and minute volume • VENTI-COMP’s versatile adaptor allows unit to be connected to most expiratory ports • Accurately and reliably measures and/or evaluates the effectiveness of an I.P.P.B. treatment • Designed to be simple and easy to use—requires no special technical knowledge or training • Precise and accurate readings from the easy-to...
Case of 50: $54.34

HUDSON
Hudson Up-Draft II, Neb-U-Mist, Elong, Ped (1707)
The compact, high output UP-DRAFT II OPTI-NEB nebulizer produces a concentrated mist at flow settings as low as 5 LPM with a minimal residual of medication. • Nebulizes at angles up to 45° to accommodate special treatment requirements • Easy-seal threaded cap and 8cc capacity jar • Anti-spill design prevents loss of medication in any position • Jet stays in place unless intentionally removed • Ava...
Case of 50: $81.15

HUDSON
Hudson Humid Vent Small Angle Gibeck (18502)
Humidifier HCH/HME angled inlet 150-1000 ml bact/viral filter w/co2 port 27 ml
Case of 20: $58.10

HUDSON
Hudson Breathing Circuit Anesthesia Adult (30600099)
Breathing circuit, hard plastic, clear, corrugated, 40 inch in length. mfg # 30600099
Case of 30: $349.00

HUDSON
Hudson Cylinder Base Large (4045)
Base for a large, steel H cylinder. Durable, lightweight 7 pound plastic design. Sold individually.
Each: $58.00

HUDSON
TELEFLEX/HUDSON WRENCH, Small Nylon Cylinder Wrench, 02 Plastic (5083)
Hudson 5083 cylinder wrench, small, stress-resistant nylon. Latex-free. Fits adjustment stem on all CGA standard post valves for D- and E-sized medical oxygen cylinders.
Each: $1.26

HUDSON
Hudson Et Tube, Cufed, Spiral Flex 7.5 (5-12615)
Hudson 5-12615 sheridan spiral-flex reinforced endotracheal tube, oral/nasal cuffed, 7.5 mm id. latex-free, sterile. For adolescents and adult patients. 15 mm connector permanently bonded to tube. Contains reinforcing sleeve at end connector to minimize risk of kinking. Design incorporates stainless steel reinforcing wire that is spiral wound within tube wall.
Case of 5: $98.86

High Quality and Low Cost
HUDSON
Hudson Stylet 10 FR intubating (5-15101)
(Hudson RCI) for Dependable Stiffness, These Stylets Retain Their Curved Shape During intubation. Blue Stylets Are Each Sy to See and Have a Smooth, Molded Distal Tip End. Made From Materials That Reduce Stylet-To-Tube Friction.
Case of 25: $49.82

HUDSON
Hudson Stylet 5fr intubating (5-15102)
(Hudson RCI) for dependable stiffness, these stylets retain their curved shape during intubation. Blue stylets are easy to see and have a smooth, molded distal tip end. Made from materials that reduce stylet-to-tube friction.
Case of 25: $48.92

HUDSON
Hudson Stylet 6 intubating 27 M (5-15120)
Hudson 5-15120 Soft-Tip intubating stylet, 6 fr od, 2.5-4.5 id tube sizes, 27 cm length, blue. Latex-free, sterile. Designed to retain desired curve during oral intubation. Features a soft, low friction sheath that extends beyond tip. Soft tip. Color improves visualization. Special material reduces stylet-to-tube friction. Individually packaged.
Case of 20: $56.95

HUDSON
Hudson Performed Cuffed Oral Trach (5-22212)
Hudson 5-22212 sheridan/preformed endotracheal tube, oral cuffed, 6.0 mm id, murphy eye. Latex-free, sterile. Contains hvt, high volume, large diameter cuff which provides a low pressure seal and reduces area of tracheal wall contact. Low pressure cuff minimizes capillary restriction. Bold marks at center of bend with distance to distal tip indicated.
Case of 100: $54.86

HUDSON
RESUSCITATOR BAG LIFESAVER® INFANT NASAL / ORAL MASK (5364)
Hudson 5364 lifesaver resuscitator bag with hudson rci #1271 mask and peep valve, infant. Latex-free, disposable. Capped pressure monitoring port and 40 cm pressure relief pop-off valve. Includes swivel flow diverter for connection of peep valve. Designed to meet iso and astm resuscitation bag standards.
Case of 6: $206.60

HUDSON
Hudson Flex-C-PAP Airway System Contains Natural Rubber Latex (5-16000)
Hudson 5-16000 flex-c-pap cpap airway system. Contains natural rubber latex, sterile. Airway management. Allows clinician to apply oxygen and peep to non-ventilated lung during 1-lung ventilation using Sher-I-Bronch or other endobronchial tubes. Detachable 6"-24" expandable tubing allow for shortening or lengthening system. Adjustable peep valve.
Case of 10: $212.80

HUDSON
TELEFLEX/HUDSON SENSOR, Oxygen, Micro-Fuel for Hudson #5525, #5552 and #5550 (5565)
Hudson 5565 oxygen cell. Latex-free. Sensor for use in Hudson RCI #5525, #5552, #5550 oxygen analyzers. Each: $81.90
| **OMRON HEALTHCARE INC** | **OMRON MASK, Adult for the NE-U22V, NE-C16V, NE-C18 and the NE-C25 Nebulizers (9920)** | This adjustable mask fits Omron nebulizers NE-C16V, NE-C18, NE-C25, NE-U22. It fits most adults. **Each:** $1.93 |
| | | |
| **OMRON HEALTHCARE INC** | **OMRON CAP, Mesh, Replacement part for MICRO-AIR Nebulizer System NE-U22V (U22-4)** | The MicroAir® system utilizes vibrating mesh technology (VMT) and is suitable for patients of all ages who suffer from asthma, COPD or other respiratory conditions. The mesh cap also attaches to a medicine bottle. **Each:** $35.00 |
| | | |
| **RUSCH** | **TELEFLEX/RUSCH SLICK® STYLET, Pediatric, Neonatal Endotracheal Tube Stylet, Sterile, 6FR Malleable Stop, Single Use Only (500)** | Slick® stylets are made of a coated malleable wire that holds its shape to facilitate smooth tube intubation. The stylets come fitted with a stopper to help maintain the desired position within the endotracheal tube. Sterile, for single use only. 25 tube guides per box. **Box of 25:** $60.84 |
| | | |
| **RUSCH** | **Rusch Airway Nasal Size 20F (Latex) (125200-200)** | Rusch 125200200 nasopharyngeal airway, 20F Non-sterile. Soft red rubber. Adjustable flange can be manipulated along shaft to allow for proper positioning of airway to prevent gag reflex. **Box of 5:** $51.19 |
| | | |
| **RUSCH** | **RUSCH Airway Nasal Latex-Free 26FR (123126)** | RUSCH Airway Nasal Latex-Free 26FR. Single use. A disposable soft, flexible nasal airway maximizing patient comfort. Features: Smooth beveled edge, Soft, Resilient, Disposable, Latex-free Benefits: Beveled tip for comfortable, gentle insertion. Soft material to avoid damage to nasal passage **Case of 10:** $19.77 |
| | | |
| | | |
| **RUSCH** | **RUSCH Gudel Airway, Color Coded Blue, ISO Size 5, Traditional Size 0, 50mm (122650)** | Gudel Airway, Color Coded Blue, ISO Size 5, Traditional Size 0, 50mm, Individually Bagged, Non-Sterile, Single-Use, Latex-Free **Box of 50:** $43.10 |
RUSCH
RUSCH Airway, Guedel, 6 ISO, 60 mm, Size 1 Traditional, Color-Coded Black, Single Use, Non-Sterile (122660)
RUSCH Airway, Guedel, 6 ISO, 60 mm, Size 1 Traditional, Color-Coded Black, Single Use, Non-Sterile
Box of 50: $43.10

RUSCH
RUSCH ENDOTRACHEAL TUBE REINFORCED CUFF ET 8.0MM (104004080)
Box of 2: $62.32

RUSCH
Standard Macintosh Blade 3 - Medium Adult (008603300)
Standard/Conventional Blade, stainless steel, lamp supplied with blade, high quality standard incandescent laryngoscope blade, the designs of these blades have been continually refined through many years of use worldwide to minimize maintenance requirements, they are manufactured to exacting specifications from the finest surgical grade stainless steel to be durable and reliable, warranted to...
Box of 1: $25.96

RUSCH
RUSCH STYLET ENDOTRACHEAL, Slick Stylette Adult Tube Guide 7.0MM TO 10.0MM, 10 French 18" (1000 / 1000R)
Slick® disposable endotracheal stylet, nylon-coated wire, malleable core, sureloc stop helps maintain desired length for patient safety. Handle forming capability for better grip, sterile, single use, latex-free. Mfg Item No. 1000 has changed to 1000R.
Box of 25: $62.07   Box of 25: $62.06

3M COMPANY
Biological Indicator 5 Controls 25 Test Pack (1298)
3M™ Attest™ Rapid readout biological indicator test pack for ETO, includes 25 test packs + 5 controls, 4 hour readout, green cap.
Box of 25: $203.99   Case of 50: $407.98

ADVANCE MEDICAL DESIGNS INC
SNAP-KAPS® Equipment Cover, Dome, 26" Depth, Disposable Seamless (03-KP-26)
SNAP-KAPS® Equipment Cover, Dome, 26" Depth, Disposable Seamless, Individually Packaged, Sterile
Case of 20: $43.00

ADVANCE MEDICAL DESIGNS INC
Disposable Cover for Light Handles, Sterile (06-LK601)
Light Handle Covers maintain the sterile barrier between the surgical site and the lights above. The two distinct styles will satisfy and preference and offer equal protection. The flexible covers are made with smooth plastic that allows for easy application on to the adaptor. Special pull tabs on the sides allow for quick removal when turning over a room. The rigid covers simply twist into place ...
Case of 50: $32.21
ALPHA PRO TECH

Alpha Protech Coverall full face shield comfort head band (SHI 2807)
When you need total facial splash protection, choose the Coverall Face Shield. The face shield gives you great peripheral vision while acting as a shield against dangerous splashes in the work environment. You can wear the lightweight shield comfortably for long periods and it fits easily over glasses. A double-sided anti-fog coating virtually eliminates fogging. For safe working conditions, the s...

Box of 25: $30.38  Case of 100: $121.45

APPLIED MEDICAL RESOURCES

Stealth Surgical Clamps (A2301)
Stealth Surgical Clamps, optimal occlusion in areas of limited surgical exposure and access provides consistent gentle occlusion. Advanced attachment provides ultimate security of insert on clamp.
Case of 50: $256.86

ASPIEN SURGICAL PRODUCTS INC

Vessel Loops (01-1-014NBG)
Yellow, mini-loops, non-sterile, 8 x 406 mm
Bag of 200: $65.75

ASPIEN SURGICAL PRODUCTS INC

Instrument Guard (09-2-001)
Instrument Guard, regular, solid blue non-vent, 2 x 19 mm.
Pack of 100: $4.50

ASPIEN SURGICAL PRODUCTS INC

Aspen Syringe Stand Single (111001P-BX)
Aspen Syringe Stand, single, compatible with all sizes of syringes and adapters. Keeps syringe upright to prevent accidental flow of material back up air line.
Box of 5: $10.19

ASPIEN SURGICAL PRODUCTS INC

Syringe Stand, double block non-sterile, blue, 44.5 mm. (11-1-002Bbg)
Syringe Stand, double block non-sterile, blue, 44.5 mm.
Bag of 12: $10.50

BECTON DICKINSON

B&D Blade, Slit, SS, Angled 45 Degree Adi .50 mm Dept H (375520)
B&D Beaver Ophthalmology Phaco Slit Blade, 3.0 mm, angled 45 deg., bevel down. Matte finish offers precise incision which minimizes leakage during phaco procedures.
Shelf Pack of 3: $37.92
**BECTON DICKINSON**

**B&D Blade 3.0 mm Pocket Blade Angle (374752)**
B&D Pocket Ophthalmology Scleral Blade, 3.0 mm, angled 60 deg., bevel down, matte finish. Ideal for short scleral tunnel incisions and incisions int trabecular meshwork.

*Shelf Pack of 3: $55.65*

---

**BECTON DICKINSON**

**B&D Blade Beaverguard Adi .50 mm Depth (375450)**
B&D Beaverguard™ .50 mm guarded depth blade. Preset to ensure uniform depth control guarded depth blades are preset to ensure uniform depth control. Angle straight, dimension .50 mm depth, feature pre-set guard for precise depth incision. Procedure cataract, refractive, vitreoretinal, oculoplastic, glaucoma, kits product sub-group guarded depth blade sterile.

*Shelf Pack of 3: $48.94*

---

**BECTON DICKINSON**

**B&D Blade, Lamellar, SS, Angled, 60 Dg, (376600)**
B&D Beaver™ Lamellar Blade, angled 60°, bevel up. Sharp all around blade ideal for undermining and for scleral pocket incisions. The Lamellar Blade has a flat, polished undersurface that is sharp all around. Ideal for undermining and for scleral pocket incisions.

*Shelf Pack of 3: $42.02*

---

**BECTON DICKINSON**

**Anterior Chamber Cannula, BD Visitec™, 0.50 X 22.0mm (581639)**
Anterior Chamber Cannula, BD Visitec™, 0.50 X 22.0mm (25G X 7/8"), 4.0mm Bend Location, Angled 45°, Orange Hub Color, Rycroft Style, Dome Shape, Extra Smooth Blunt Tip, For Use in Air Injection/Irrigation, Cataract Procedure, Sterile

*Case of 10: $26.52  : $26.51*

---

**BECTON DICKINSON**

**B&D Cystotome Irrigating .40 mm Formed (585008)**
B&D Visitec Ophthalmology Irrigating Cystotome, .40 x 16.0 mm (27g x 5/8"), formed 8.5 mm from bend to tip.

*Shelf Pack of 10: $41.80*

---

**BECTON DICKINSON**

**B&D Ndl, Hydrodisecting, 27 G, Angled (585158)**
B&D Visitec ophthalmology cortical cleaving hydrodissector (flat end), .40 x 22.0 mm (27g x 7/8"), angled 45 degrees, 11.0 mm from end.

*Shelf Pack of 10: $44.24*

---

**BECTON DICKINSON**

**Ophtmology MVR Knife, BD EdgeAhead™ 0.90 mm (20 G) (585230)**
Ophtmology mvr knife, B&D edgeahead™ gauge: 0.90 mm (20 g), width: 1.15 mm for insertion of 0.90 mm (20 g) cannula, stiletto, tapered tip, sterile, procedures: cataract, refractive, vitreoretinal, oculoplastic

*Shelf Pack of 5: $62.74*
BRASSELER

Sagittal Saw Blade For Small Bones, 25.4mm Cutting Depth, 5.5mm Cutting Width, 0.70mm Cutting Thickness, 0.40mm Material Thickness (KM-106)
Sagittal Saw Blade For Small Bones, 25.4mm (1") Cutting Depth, 5.5mm (0.22") Cutting Width, 0.70mm (0.028") Cutting Thickness, 0.40mm (0.015") Material Thickness
Each: $6.95

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC

Deroyal- stokinette tubular GARMAST treated (442B)
1-ply non-sterile polyester blend antimicrobial orthopedic stockinette, 2 in x 25 yd.
Each: $12.81

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC

Needle Counter, Double Magnet Non sterile (25-0101NS)
Needle counter, double magnet(20 count 40 capacity) - Non sterile , 20 count 40 capacity double magnet needle counter -non sterile. Full surface magnet provides extra space for odd shaped sharps, needles blades or pins. Easily read number on magnet allow for accurate sharps placement, positioning and counting see-through cover allows visualisation when box is closed
Case of 100: $111.39

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC

Needle Counter, Foam Strips (25-0801)
De luxe needle counter upn:50749756025244 full-surface magnet provides extra space for odd-shaped sharps, pins, blades or needles numbers on magnet allow easy sharps placement and positioning easy-To-read numbers and description facilitate correct count of blades and needles see-through cover available, allowing clear box visualization when closed red color signifies biohazard waste featuring “lock ...
DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC

Double strung Sterile Tonsil Sponge. Peel packaged. Large, 1 (30-042)
Case of 100: $113.02

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC

Deroyal Sponge Tonsil Single Medium Sterile (30-037NS)
Tonsil Sponges are designed for high absorption. The 100% Cotton Woven gauze are single strung for easy retrieval and are x-ray detectable to ensure visabilty.
Case of 100: $104.58

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC

Deroyal Electrode, Needle, Micro, 3 Cm (88-103)
General purpose electrode tip, 3 cm needle tip
Case of 10: $215.30

MALLINCKRODT

Shoe Cover, Non Conductive Blue, Nonskid (4773-2826)
Spunbonded polypropylene anti-skid shoe covers may be used to protect against dirt, grime, and certain dry particulates in nonhazardous environments. Appropriate for industrial, pharmaceutical, food processing, construction, and certain environmental cleanup applications. Elastic top and bottom. Disposable. Universal size. Length: 44.5cm (171/2”). Color: blue.
Case of 300 : $33.65

MEDICAL ACTION INDUSTRIES INC

Central Line Kit, Dressing Change Tray with Chloraprep One Step, Latex-Free (262811)
Central Line Kit: Dressing Change Tray: Alcohol Single Swabstick; Chloraprep® Antiseptic, 3 ml Applicator; 6” Cotton Tip Applicator; Opsite™ IV 3000 4"X 5.5" Dressing; 2"X2" 4-Ply Gauze; 2" X 2" 4-Ply Non-Woven Gauze Sponge; 4" X 4" 8-Ply Gauze Sponge; Pair Nitrile Exam Gloves In Wallet, Medium, Powder-Free, Blue; Dressing Change Label; Mask with Ear Loops; .75" X 24" Transpore™ Tape; 6.375" X 5.7...
Case of 20: $94.88

MEDICAL ACTION INDUSTRIES INC

Staple Remover Kit, For Removing Skin Staples, Sterile (68257)
Staple Remover Kit, For Removing Skin Staples, Sterile, One-Time Use: 3"X3" 12 ply Gauze Sponge; 4" Stainless Steel Staple Remover
Case of 50: $44.74

MEDICAL ACTION INDUSTRIES INC

Med Act Shoe Cover Noncond Univ (99913)
Shoe cover noncond univ
Case of 300: $26.45
MEDICAL ACTION INDUSTRIES INC
Instrument Transport Cover, 15" X 31" X 5", 20 Gallon, Clear with Red Biohazard Print, 1.3 mil (52-04)
Case of 250: $52.45

MEDICAL ACTION INDUSTRIES INC
Medical Action Skin Marking Pen (NS100)
Surgical Marking, Standard Point, Non-Sterile, Latex-Free
Case of 500: $203.43

MEGADYNE MEDICAL
MEGADYNE Medical Button Switch Pencil With E-Z Clean Electrosurgical Tip and Holster (0035HBN)
Ergonomic and lightweight design is comfortable and minimizes fatigue. Water resistant construction minimizes electrical shocks, and inadvertent activations. Ten-foot cord with 3-prong connector is flexible and memory-free for easier handling of pencil.
Box of 50: $272.75

MEGADYNE MEDICAL
Non-Sterile Rocker Switch Pencil (0030HBN)
Non-Sterile Rocker Switch Pencil with E-Z Clean Cautery Tip and Holster
Case of 100: $545.50

MICROTEK MEDICAL INC
Microteck, System Infection Control (GMCW-01)
SYSTEM INFECTION CONTROL ROOM TURNOVER KIT
Case of 1: $169.65

OLSEN MEDICAL
Olsen Medical Ctry, Pen, Disposable, 755 Button Switch w/Holster and Pad (75502)
These pens provide excellent audible and tactile feedback. The hand-activated pens have a durable ABS body. The foot-activated pens have a one-piece, high-impact polystyrene body. All styles feature a stainless steel blade. Each pen is gamma sterilized and packaged in a pouch of LDPE/Tyvek® material. Complete with 10' cable. Foot-activated pens require Adapter 960-B.
Case of 50: $310.00

PERSONNA - SOUTHMEDIC INC
PERSONNA/SOUTHMEDIC BLADE, Surgical Stainless Steel, Sterile #15 PTFE, Personna Plus (73-0415)
Personna Medical. These instruments are supplied sterile.
Box of 50: $16.85  Case of 300: $101.10
PERSONNA - SOUTHMEDIC INC
SCALPEL #11 SAFTY PERSONNAL (73-1811)
#11 Scalpel
Bag of 100: $98.00  Case of 500: $490.00

PROPPER MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Propper Surgical Blade Strl Size 21 (122021)
122021 blade surgical #21 carbon steel sterile
Box of 150: $32.58

TELEFLEX MEDICAL COMPANY CV EVOLUTIONS
Genzyme Disposable Sterile Vascular Punches (MDP-56K)
Genzyme Disposable Sterile Vascular Punches Mid-Lennth Punches(6/BX) 5.6mm
Box of 6: $130.29  Box of 6: $130.28

TELEFLEX MEDICAL COMPANY CV EVOLUTIONS
Genzyme Suture, Tevdek, Green Brd, 18" (RN7-536M5)
Genzyme Suture, Tevdek, Green Brd, 18", 2-0, C-5 1/2 circle, ND.
Box of 12: $133.95

TELEFLEX MEDICAL COMPANY CV EVOLUTIONS
Genzyme Suture, Polydek, KT-2 Double Needle (69738)
Genzyme Suture, Polydek, KT-2 Double Needle 3-0, 24"
Box of 36: $386.99  Box of 36: $386.99

TELEFLEX MEDICAL COMPANY CV EVOLUTIONS
Teleflex CV Evolutions Vascular Punch 4.0 mm Goosen (MDP-40K)
Disposable vascular punch, 4.0mm, midlength, sterile.
Box of 6: $120.95

TIDI BANTA CORPORATION
Banta Cadaver Bag 36 in. x 90 in. White (950359)
Vinyl post-mortem bag with straight zipper, white 36" x 90".
Case of 10: $91.05
DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
DEROYAL TOWELL, Operating Room, Blue, 100% Cotton, Sterile 17X26IN, Prewashed (63-101)
Hi-Sorb O.R. blue disposable towels are perfect for sterile presentation and come wrapped in sterile peel pouches. These towels are highly absorbent, 100% cotton, delinted, high quality, pre-packaged, sterile towels.
Case of 20: $75.00

TIDI BANTA CORPORATION
Tidi/Banta Headrest Cover (919711)
Tidi/Banta Headrest Cover, small, 10" x 10". White.
Case of 500: $14.31

TIDI BANTA CORPORATION
Banta Towel Prof Polyback (917410)
Banta 3-ply tissue towel, poly-backed, waffle-embossed, size 13" x 18" teal. Our softest, strongest, most absorbent 3-ply tissue towels. Are available in colors to add a warm touch to any décor. Poly-back feature prevents leak-Through.
Case of 500: $17.82

COVIDIEN
Kendall Cath Tray, Ureth Red Rbr 14 Fr (75000)
Kendall Cath Tray, urethral catheter tray (open), clear vinyl, 14 fr. BZK Kendall™ urethral catheter tray (open), clear vinyl and red rubber 14 fr., add-a-cath™ (Peel-back lid, underpad, waterproof drape, lubricating jelly, bzk or pvp swab sticks, nitrile exam gloves, and specimen container)
Case of 20: $44.13

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Deroyal Foley Catheter W/Temp Sensor 400 Series (81-080418)
Foley catheter temperature sensors enable clinicians to accurately monitor urinary output and bladder temperature in addition to facilitating urine drainage. Commonly used to monitor a patient’s core body temperature during open-heart surgery.
Case of 50: $564.14

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Deroyal Catheter Strap Foley Holder (M1133)
Deroyal Catheter Strap, Foley Holder, elastic, velcro.
Case of 36: $2.35   CS: $82.90

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Foley Catheter with Temperature Sensor, 16 Fr, Orange (81-080416)
Foley Catheter with Temperature Sensor, 16 Fr, Orange, 400 Series, For Monitoring Urine Drainage and Core Body Temperature Before, During, or After Surgery
Case of 50: $559.57

High Quality and Low Cost
### MEDLINE INDUSTRIES

**Leg Bag Extension Tube (DYND12550)**
Latex-Free Leg Bag Extension Tube Is Extra Thick to Prevent Kinking. For use with leg bags and male external catheters. 18" tube; sterile fluid pathway.  
**Case of 50: $51.46**

---

### RUSCH

**Rectal Tube, 18 Fr, Soft Red Rubber, Terminal Eye, One Side Eye, 50 cm (20") Long (436700180)**
Rectal Tube, 18 Fr, Soft Red Rubber, Terminal Eye, One Side Eye, 50 cm (20") Long  
**Box of 10: $67.92**

---

### RUSCH

**RUSCH SUPRAFLEX SUPRAPUBLIC 12FR CATHETER (170703120)**
It is graduated, has a pre-split trocar, catheter plug, and an adhesive patch. Sterile for single use. It is designed to minimize bladder spasms and is particularly popular for use following bladder neck suspension.  
**Box of 2: $97.52**

---

### RUSCH

**RUSCH Flexi-Slip Stylet, 10 Fr, 44 cm Long, Single Use, Sterile, Latex-Free (502503)**
Flexi-Slip Stylet, 10 Fr, Coated Malleable Metal Core, Single Use, Sterile, Latex-Free, Soft Distal Tip, Low Friction Coating Designed for Easy Withdrawal from Tube  
**Box of 20: $43.88**

---

### RUSCH

**TELEFLEX/RUSCH CATHETER, Foley, Urethral, 100% Silicone, 6 FR, 1.5CC Balloon with Stylet, 2-Way with 2 Opposed Eyes, Sterile, Latex-Free (170003060)**
This 6 Fr, 100% silicone, two-way pediatric catheter has two opposing eyes and a 1.5cc balloon. It includes a preloaded stylet and has an X-ray opaque line. The catheter is 12" long (30cm). The use of a small capacity syringe is recommended in order to avoid the risk of over-inflation and destruction of the balloon. For single use only. Sterile. Five catheters per box.  
**Box of 5: $91.27**

---

### ANDOVER HEALTHCARE INC

**Andover Bandage, Co-Flex Tan 1 in X 5 yds (3100TN)**
Coflex Bandage adheres to itself. This compression bandage offers excellent porosity. Coflex is a pressure bandage that won't cut off circulation. Also, maintains its original size and does not shrink in width. Can easily be removed with scissors.  
**Roll: $0.41**  
**Case of 36: $12.24**

---

### ANDOVER HEALTHCARE INC

**ANDOVER COFLEX BANDAGE 4IN X 5YD PURPLE LATEX FREE (5400PU-018)**
Andoverco-flex nl cohesive flexible bandage, 4" x 5 yd., purple, latex-free. for bandaging and support applications. maintains consistent compression with non-slip support. adheres to itself. Lightweight, provides excellent porosity. for use on delicate or traumatized skin. Can be cut away with scissors without unwrapping.  
**Case of 18: $34.00**
BSN MEDICAL
BSN Medical Coverlet Large (78015)
BSN medical coverlet large
Case of 50: $29.25

COLOPLAST CORPORATION
COLOPLAST CREAM, Sween with natural vitamins A & D, 5OZ Tube (0216)
For red, sore, dry skin. Also perfect for dry, cracked skin on contact points such as heels and elbows. Non-occlusive formula absorbs quickly into the skin and will not interfere with the adhesion of tape or ostomy appliances comes in a 5 ounce tube.
Each: $3.70  Case of 12: $44.16

CONVATEC
Convatec Bandage, Tubipad Small (154579)
Tubipad limb bandage, 4 m roll, small, 3", natural (13.3 ft).
Box of 1: $35.21

CONVATEC
CONVATEC BANDAGE, High Compression, Setopress 4IN X 3.5M, 3.5 yds, Latex-Free (153505)
This high compression, latex-free, bandage is used in the management of venous leg ulcers and associated conditions requiring graduated compression of the leg. To ensure correct application, a simple visual guide consisting of colored rectangles is printed on both sides of the bandage.
Each: $12.60

CONVATEC
Tubipad Large Heels or Knees (154581)
Tubipad limb bandage, 4 m x 13.3' roll, large, 4", natural. Includes tray.
Box of 1: $37.91

CONVATEC
Convatec Shampoo Body Wash 8z Aloe Vesta 2-N-1 (324609)
(Convatec) ideal for routine tub bathing and shampooing, this cleanser is formulated with aloe vera to condition and soothe fragile, dry skin. mild cleansing agents remove soils, dead skin cells, oils, perspiration and other debris from skin's surface. floral scent leaves skin smelling clean and refreshed. gentle and ph balanced.its no-rinse formula can be used for skin, hair and scalp cleansing. ... 
Each: $6.99  Case of 12: $83.88

CONVATEC
Aloe Vesta® Skin Conditioner - 2 oz. (324802)
Aloe vesta® skin conditioner is ideal for routine moisturizing and skin protection. It was formulated with the needs of people with sensitive skin in mind. It leaves the skin feeling smooth and soft and helps to relieve dry skin. Helps prevent and temporarily protect chafed, chapped, and cracked skin.
Case of 98: $111.67

High Quality and Low Cost
WOUND CARE

CONVATEC

Convatec Tubipad Limb, Sacral Bandage (154580)
Poly/rub tubular elastic bandage, 3.5in 13.3ft.
Box of 1: $35.70

WOUND CARE

CONVATEC

Tubular Support Bandage, Elastic, Tubigrip™, 3" Wide X 40" Long, Unit Dose, Natural Latex (151013)
Tubular Support Bandage, Elastic, Tubigrip™ (Mohlycke Healthcare AB), 3" Wide x 40" Long (Size D), Unit Dose, Natural Latex, Washable, For Use in Wrapping Strains, Spains, Soft-Tissue Injuries, General Edema--Size D for Large Arms, Medium Ankles, Small Knees
Box: $56.38

WOUND CARE

CONVATEC

CONVATEC LYFOAM DRESSING, 4INX4IN Extra Polyurethane Foam Dressing (165655)
From the lyofoam range of wound dressings that are used in the management of heavily exuding wounds. Lyofoam extra permits moisture vapor transmission, helping to minimize maceration, and is non-adherent, thereby protecting delicate granulation tissue and avoiding wound trauma during dressing changes.
Box of 15: $64.69  Case of 120: $64.69

WOUND CARE

DERMA SCIENCES INC

Derma Science Durlix Bandage Rolls 4.5" (9322)
Derma Science Durlix Bandage Rolls, sterile 4.5" x 4.1 yds, 6 ply, gauze dressing.
Case of 100: $99.51

WOUND CARE

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC

Deroyal Stockinette Impervious, Sterile (31-725)
Creates sterile moisture-proof barrier to reduce bacterial migration Hy'n Dry® available as 50/50 cotton/polyester blend or charleston 100% cotton.
Case of 20: $188.24

WOUND CARE

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC

Deroyal Latex Safe Stretch Net-10 Yd X 5.5 in. (10-7406)
Stretch net tubular elastic dressing is the perfect dressing retention product for patients with fragile skin, for patients who are allergic to tape, and for patients who require frequent dressing changes. Stretch net tubular elastic dressing actually reduces dressing time by providing quicker and each sier applications, inspection and re-dressing. Bandage tubular net elastic size 5.5 in. X 10 yd....
Each: $12.07

WOUND CARE

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC

Deroyal Sterile Elastic Bandages (9835-00)
Deroyal Sterile Elastic Bandages, 3" x 5 yds.
Case of 20: $31.43
**DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC**

**Dermanet® Wound Contact Layer (46-144)**
6” x 72” non-adherent wound contact layer dressing roll. May be used dry or coated with topical ointment. Ideal for lining deep wounds before the application of packing materials or under gauze.

*Case of 25: $166.40*

---

**DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC**

**Deryal Dermanet Wound Contact Layer (46-146)**
Deryal Dermanet Wound Contact Layer, 4” x 5 Yds

*Box of 50: $251.48*

---

**DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC**

**Episeal® Wound Closure Strips (46-203)**
1/4” x 4” white episeal wound closure strips with superior non-irritating adhesive coating

*Case of 200: $233.77*

---

**DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC**

**DEROYAL ENVELOPE ARM SLING W/PAD (8001-02)**
ENVELOPE ARM SLING W/PAD; BUCKLE CLOSURE; STURDY BLUE CANVAS

*Each: $3.64*

---

**DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC**

**Large Elastic Ankle Wrap (4007-03)**
Large elastic ankle wrap with velcro closure

*Each: $4.24*

---

**DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC**

**DEROYAL ARM SLING NAVY SPECIAL, MEDIUM (8004-04)**
SPECIALTY NAVY CANVAS ARM SLING, W/PAD, MEDIUM

*Each: $5.73*

---

**DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC**

**Deroyal Dressing Sofsorb Absorbent - Chest (46-123)**
Sofsorb is a non-adherent, highly absorbent wound dressing with a stay dry liner to prevent maceration of the peri-wound skin. Multi-layered for maximum effectiveness, it is lint-free, extremely conformable construction lends itself to many applications. It has exceptional wet and dry strength so it can be soaked with saline or preferred topical agents prior to use. Sofsorb custom dressings are sh...

*Case of 20: $329.62*

---

*High Quality and Low Cost*
DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
Bandage, Stretch Net, Size #10, Chest/Abdomen, 10 yd. Roll. Latex (10/01/7411)
Bandage, stretch net, size #10, chest/abdomen, 10 yd. Roll. Latex. Bandage, stretch net, size #10, chest/abdomen, 10 yd. Roll. Latex. safe. Nonsterile approx. Circum: 64" x 72" suggested application: chest, axilla, abdomen. Tubular elastic retention bandage that holds dressings in place without tape allows easy wound inspection and quick application for wounds with frequent dressing changes provides ...
Each: $14.95

DEROYAL INDUSTRIES INC
TRANSEAL® POLYURETHANE FILM 2.5IN X2.75IN (463021)
Specialty Dressings, Woundcare Prod Transeal Trans Dressing, 2 1/2" X 2 3/4", Case of 200: $48.95

DUKAL CORPORATION
DUKAL CORPORATION 2-3/8"x2-3/4" Sterile Transparent Semi-Permeable Dressings (4067)
Excellent dressing for minor burns and wounds. It keeps contamination out and promotes healing while allowing for moisture vapor transfer. This DUKAL Quality clear adhesive backed dressing is also ideal for IV sites and to observe vaccination sites
Box of 100: $35.71

DUKAL CORPORATION
DUKAL CORPORATION 4" x 4-3/4" Sterile Transparent Semi-Permeable Dressings (4112)
Excellent dressing for minor burns and wounds. It keeps contamination out and promotes healing while allowing for moisture vapor transfer. This DUKAL Quality clear adhesive backed dressing is also ideal for IV sites and to observe vaccination sites
Box of 50: $35.71

DUKAL CORPORATION
Hermitage Bandage Krimptex Rl 4.5 in X 3 (2116)
These bandage rolls are made of 100% cotton in a 6-ply crimped weave for comfort and reduced linting. They stretch and conform, making them ideal for hard-to-bandage areas, such as burns, head trauma and orthopedic applications. 4.5" wide. Supplied in soft pouch.
Case of 100: $65.14

DUKAL CORPORATION
Hermitage Burn Gauze Pads (9170)
Hermitage Burn Gauze Pads, 18" x 18"
Case of 100: $154.95

FOUGERA DIV ALTANA INC
E Fougera Bacitracin Ophthalmic Ointment (0168-0026-38)
E Fougera Bacitracin Ophthalmic Ointment 1/8 oz tube.
Each: $1.46
FOUGERA DIV ALTANA INC
E FOUGERA A&D OINTMENT, 2OZ Tube (0168-0035-01)
Fougera Vitamin A and Vitamin D ointment in a 2 ounce tube.
Each: $1.03

FOUGERA DIV ALTANA INC
E FOUGERA A&D OINTMENT, 4OZ Tube (0168-0035-04)
This ointment helps protect the skin and promotes healing in diaper rash, minor burns, sunburn and minor skin irritations. It contains vitamins A and D and comes in a base of lanolin, white petrolatum, paraffin and fragrance.
Each: $1.59

FOUGERA DIV ALTANA INC
E FOUGERA OINTMENT, Vitamins A & D Ointment, 2OZ Tube (0168-0035-01)
This is a skin care protective ointment containing Vitamin A and vitamin D. It does not contain Zinc.
Pack of 6: $1.03  Case of 144: $148.32

HARTMANN
Hartmann Bandage 3 in x 5 yd Elast 10 (50300000)
Contex® LF is a latex-free, premium grade woven bandage that offers consistent and dependable tension and firm support. Its high cotton content and latex-free elastomer make it cool and comfortable to wear while providing latex-sensitive patients and health professionals an alternative to latex rubber elastic bandages.
Case of 10: $21.53

HARTMANN
Hartmann Bandage Contex 4 inch Lf Sterile (50400000)
50400000 bandage elastic w/clips removable 4 inx5 yd cotton sterile latex-free
Case of 10: $23.96

KIMBERLY CLARK
Kimberly-Clark Stockinette Tubular 4 in x 25 yd Nonsterile (59965)
Tubular nonsterile stockinettes, tubular-style nonsterile stockinettes are made of a blended weave of 50% cotton and 50% polyester. Supplied in rolls of various widths. 25-yd. Length.
Case of 6: $57.07

KIMBERLY CLARK
Kimberly-Clark Stockinette, Tubular, 4 (92562)
Stockinette orthopedic w/pull tabs in peel pouch 2 ply sterile cotton 4" x 48".
Case of 15: $43.43

High Quality and Low Cost
**KIMBERLY CLARK**

Kimberly-Clark Tubular Stockinette, Blended Weave, Single Ply, 6 (92594)

Stockinette orthopedic 1-ply sterile polyester blend 6" x 60".

*Case of 15: $35.29*

---

**KIMBERLY CLARK**

Kimberly-Clark Stockinette, Impervious, 12" x 60" (92516)

Application stockinette material polyester size 12" x 60" impervious and sterile.

*Case of 8: $65.09  Case of 8: $65.09*

---

**MEDLINE INDUSTRIES**

Carrington Moisture Guard - 3 oz tube (CRR104042)

A water-repellent moisturizer in a silicone base with Acemannan Hydrogel. Moisture Guard is lightweight and provides a moisture barrier to urine and fecal matter.

*Case of 12: $61.49*

---

**MEDLINE INDUSTRIES**

Medline Hydrogel Silvasorb Silver (MSC9301)

Dressing hydrogel tb 1.5 oz

*Case of 12: $210.00*

---

**MEDLINE INDUSTRIES**

Medline Post-Op Gauze - Avant Gauze® Post-Op Sponges, Sterile 2's - 4" x 3" (NON21441)

More absorbent than cotton gauze sponges, these post-op sponges are filled with extra-absorbent cellulose fibers for those situations that require increased absorbency. The outer layer is constructed of our absorbent non-woven Avant Gauze® fibers. Packed in sterile 2's.

*Case of 1200: $57.22*

---

**MEDLINE INDUSTRIES**

Sheer-Gard® Sterile Bandages - 1" x 3" (NON25600)

Sheer-Gard® adhesive bandages are constructed with PVCfree durable polyethylene and perforated for breathability. These bandages feature even adhesion and a non-adherent island pad. Latex-Free.

*Case of 1200: $32.07*

---

**MEDLINE INDUSTRIES**

MEDLINE OPTIFOAM NON-ADHESIVE 6IN X 6IN (MSC1266)

Non-adhesive foam dressings: waterproof, polyurethane backing.

*Box of 10: $69.42  Case of 100: $694.20*
MOLNLYCKE HEALTH CARE

Molnlycke Dressing Mepilex Lite 6IN X 6IN (15X15CM) Soft Silicone Thin Foam (284390)

Mepilex Lite is made of a thin flexible absorbent pad of polyurethane foam, coated with a soft silicone wound contact layer (Safetac) and a water vapor-permeable polyurethane film backing. Mepilex Lite is designed for the management of a wide range of non to low exuding wounds, such as leg and foot ulcers, pressure ulcers, partial thickness burns, radiation skin reactions and Epidermolysis Bullosa...

**Box of 5:** $58.50   **Case of 60:** $702.00

PURITAN MEDICAL PRODUCTS COMPANY LLC

BIRCHWOOD LABS SWABS, Scopettes, Jr.® Swab Applicator, 8IN Paper Handle, Unsized Rayon Swab Tip, Single-Ended, Non-Sterile (34-7027-8)

These absorbent, single-ended applicators are machine made for uniformity and feature 5/8IN lint-free rayon swab head with a 3/16IN cushioned comfort tip to help minimize patient tissue trauma. Scopettes, Jr.® 8IN applicators.

**Case of 500:** $40.30

RUSCH

RUSCH LATEXFREE ESMARK BANDAGE 4X12 (561410)

Single use. Blue latex-free material. High quality: Provides strength, consistency and elasticity for a secure wrap.

**Box of 10:** $70.49

PROPPER MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Propper Clip Michele 16 mm (301003)

Propper Michele Skin Closure Clip, 16 mm.

**Case of 40:** $54.18

PROPPER MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Propper Skin Closure Clip Serature® 18mm Sterile (304018)

Total surgeon control is provided when closing, removing or adjusting the tension of these clips with the precision-engineered forceps. The clips are also ideal for hard-to-suture areas such as the neck, scalp and tissue folds. 'Wings' allow the clips to be opened and reclosed to check healing, and the tension can be adjusted at any time for patient comfort and best cosmetic result.

**Case of 25:** $51.33
medical supplies on demand
1201 Hahlo Street
Houston, TX  77020
Toll Free: 1-866-592-8880
orders@medicalsuppliesondemand.com